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 Dedication 

This volume is dedicated to Yah the Eternally Self-Existing, the 

Almighty Creator of the Heavens and the Earth who is the 

reason for our existence – commonly but incorrectly referred 

to as “The LORD” and “God”. 
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 Request for Judgment 

The footer to every email I send out when I publish articles 

today reads: 

May Yah, The Almighty Creator, bless you and keep you and 

make His face to shine upon you and give you His peace. 

May Yah judge me severely and correct me harshly and show 

me the level of my present deception and how to correct it 

with regard to everything that I write and publish. 

I pray this for you and for me as you read this document. The 

second prayer is particularly important since it gives Father 

Yah, the Almighty Creator, blanket permission to correct me 

any time I am in error. This is your best guarantee that what 

was written from around 2009 onwards IS accurate.  That said 

you must STILL seek Yah for confirmation and clarification 

with regard to ALL that I have written as I am constantly 

learning and therefore what I write may be incomplete or not 

entirely accurate in terms of the greater scheme of things. 
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 Vocabulary 

Throughout this Booklet I have used vocabulary that you may 

find unfamiliar. These words have been drawn from the roots 

of the faith which are most accurately reflected in the 

language today known as Hebrew which is most directly 

related to the language that was used at the time of Creation. 

This language has rich meaning that is not always accurately 

translated in English and other modern languages. The 

meanings and transliterations that I use here are a mixture of 

what is academically recorded and what I have been shown 

by Father Yah, the Almighty Creator. 

The most commonly occurring words that are used are: 

“Yah” as in “Yah the Eternally Self-Existing” – the true name 

of the Almighty Creator. Frequently translated “The LORD”. 

“The LORD” has blasphemous connotations and should never 

be used to refer to the Creator. 

“Yahooeh” – most accurate transliteration of the Hebrew 

phrase which means “Yah the Eternally Self-Existing” which is 

more commonly but inaccurately transliterated as “Yahweh”. 

Frequently wrongly translated “The LORD”.  Why a 

“Yahoo.com” email address takes the Name of the Almighty 

in vain. 

“Almighty”, “Mighty One” or “mighty one” depending on 

context -- commonly but inaccurately translated “God” which 

has blasphemous connotations. 

“El” – “Beloved Mighty One” – term of endearment for the 

Almighty Creator used by those close to Him. Frequently 

inaccurately translated “God”. 

“Yahooshua” – meaning “Yah is Salvation” – the correct 

name of the man commonly referred to as “Jesus” and a 

common Hebrew name 2,000 years ago.  Also translated 

“Joshua” on occasion. 

“Anointed by the Spirit of Yah”, “Anointing of the Spirit of 

Yah”, or “Anointed One” depending on context – commonly 

but inaccurately translated as “Christ” and incorrectly 

regarded as another name for Yahooshua {Jesus}. Source of 

much confusion regarding the identity of Yahooshua – Christ 

refers to Yah NOT Yahooshua except when it is used in the 
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context of “the Anointed one” when it refers to Yahooshua 

or any Anointed Believer. 

“Qodesh” – commonly but inaccurately translated as “Holy” 

which has blasphemous connotations – means “set-apart”, 

“separated”, “dedicated to the Almighty”. 

“Emissary” – a senior servant of the Almighty who is sent by 

the Almighty – commonly but inaccurately translated as 

“Apostle”. A senior rank on Earth. 

“Spokesman” or “Spokeswoman” – commonly but 

inaccurately translated as “Prophet” or “Prophetess” – one 

who hears the Almighty and speaks on His behalf – applies to 

any person who has at some material level drawn close to the 

Almighty and speaks on His behalf. 

Names including Yah – see the article in section 6 of Volume 

1: “The TRUE Names of the Almighty in the Bible” for detailed 

discussion of all of these names. It is not possible to fully 

understand the history of anointed servants without knowing 

the extent to which the name of Yah is pervasive in that 

history. 

“Stake” – Yahooshua died on a length of tree trunk, NOT a 

“cross” this is borne out by the Greek text. The cross is a 

Satanic symbol. 

“Assembly” – commonly but incorrectly translated as 

“Church”. 

“Pesach” – commonly translated as “Passover”. 

“Shavuot” – commonly translated as Pentecost. 

There are other words that are used in places in these 

Volumes but the above items are the most common words. 

Throughout my writings incorrect words are reported in curly 

brackets in most cases e.g. “{Jesus}”. 
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Foreword 

On Friday 12th March 1993, having been awake all night running strategic processes to try and figure 

out why my life was such a mess and figuring out the most reliable way to kill myself the Almighty 

spoke to me audibly from within the locked room and said “Phone Iain Peters, he has something you 

need”. 

I had been a believer, albeit a nominal believer, since I was confirmed in the Anglican Church at the 

age of around 13 years old and had been a server or Altar Boy from the age of nineteen for about six 

years. Eventually I became alienated from the church by the hypocrisy and teachings that did not make 

sense and so I walked away and progressively backslid to a point where I entered into adultery. 

After the Almighty spoke to me I phoned Iain and he invited me to have dinner with him. After dinner 

he shared with me his living relationship with the Almighty in which prayers were answered and he 

experienced healing and divine provision. He lead me in prayer to rededicate myself to serving the 

Almighty. 

Iain took me to his church and pointed me in the direction that I have followed ever since. 

At that time I understood that my intellect had set me on a course that was headed for destruction 

and that if I had succeeded in killing myself at that time I would have found myself in Hell. I repented 

deeply and set myself to seeking to know the Almighty. I reasoned that He was the Creator of all things 

and was therefore the Master Engineer and that, accordingly He would not expect me to compromise 

my Engineering rigour and disciplines in order to understand Him. Accordingly I set about learning 

about Him in a rigorous and disciplined fashion asking masses of questions. 

Progressively over the years I came to understand that the Church and mankind generally were full of 

error and, increasingly I came to rely on hearing directly from our Father in Heaven. 

The road was a difficult one with numerous pitfalls and traps and lots of painful lessons but, somehow, 

I have managed to stay more or less on track through all of this. 

In 2000 I fasted seriously for the first time and started to receive dramatic revelation. This continued 

with another program of fasts in 2010 and again in 2013 and 2014 leading to a point where I was 

extremely close to Father just before the Day of Atonement in 2014 which is when the two core articles 

in Volume 1 were written – “The Almighty Creator Desires a DEEP Personal Relationship with YOU!” 

and “Seven Components in Drawing Close to the Almighty Creator”.  These articles also form the basis 

of the Radio Programme to date (www.W4CY.com) and many of the articles in this Volume. 

From 2000 onwards I published regularly on various email lists and in 2013-14 my wife at the time, 

Ester, helped me to build the present website, http://www.ETI-Ministries.org 

During this journey I increasingly came to understand that the Creator, His True Name is “Yah the 

Eternally Self-Existing”, had created us to be His Friends and to work with us in discovering and 

learning about His Creation but that as a consequence of the fall of man virtually no human beings 

knew this let alone sought it with commitment. This understanding culminated in my decision to write 

http://www.w4cy.com/
http://www.eti-ministries.org/
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the two articles above and that, in turn, has led to the creation of the Book Set and this Booklet in the 

hope that I will challenge a few people to seek to become TRUE FRIENDS of the Almighty. 

I commend this Booklet to you as containing an analysis which were written under a significant 

anointing and with a significant level of inspiration and I pray that the study of this material will 

stimulate YOU to seek to become a FRIEND of Yah. I encourage you to contact me to obtain copies of 

all of the Book Set.  Conversely, should you already have decided to seek to become a Friend I 

commend these books to you as a far-reaching resource to aid your understanding and help you in 

our growth. 

May Father bless you and keep you and make His face to shine upon you. 

May Yah judge me severely and correct me harshly and show me the level of my present deception and 

how to correct it with regard to everything that I write and publish. 

Warm regards and blessings, 

 

James Robertson 
End Time Issue Ministries 
Emissary and Spokesman of Yah 
London 
12 May 2019 

Website : http://www.ETI-Ministries.org and http://end-time-issueministries.org/ 

YouTube on the Global Flood: http://www.YouTube.com/user/ProofOfGlobalFlood 

SlideShare Flood Presentations:  http://www.slideshare.net/End_Time_Issue_Ministries 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100006994485801 

On Radio at 2 pm Eastern Standard Time every Friday in the United States -- live Radio programme 

called “Creator Desires Relationship” which discusses various topics relating to seeking a deep 

relationship with the Almighty.  That is 6 pm or 7 pm in the UK, 8 pm in South Africa, 11:30 pm in India 

and 4 am Canberra Time (ACT) in Australia.  The show airs live on W4CY Radio at www.w4cy.com  

Back issues of the Radio Broadcasts are available on the “Radio” page on the Website and also at 

http://RelationshipWithCreatorRadio.com/ click on “The Show” and then “Podcasts. 

http://www.eti-ministries.org/
http://end-time-issueministries.org/
http://www.youtube.com/user/ProofOfGlobalFlood
http://www.slideshare.net/End_Time_Issue_Ministries
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100006994485801
http://www.w4cy.com/
http://relationshipwithcreatorradio.com/
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Summary 

The facts about the Almighty Creator of the Heavens and the Earth whose true Name is “Yah the 

Eternally Self-Existing” touch on every area of life and are very far reaching and little understood. 

There is a huge diversity of knowledge relating to this subject many elements of which are touched on 

in different places on the website.  Also a huge diversity of error – the REAL truths of the Almighty 

have been progressively corrupted and concealed by the Satanic and Demonic Realm. 

This Booklet seeks to summarize all the key points that I can think of in a series of bulleted lists with 

about seven to nine CRITICAL elements for each subject area.  All these points are discussed in more 

detail on the Website. 

It is hoped that this will provide people with limited time with a concise way of getting an overview of 
all the major elements that I consider important.  From this you can browse the website or download 
the entire book set of 15 books, around 7,500 pages, from  
https://www.eti-ministries.org/compilation-of-most-writings 

It is my hope that by reading this page your view of the Almighty Creator and His Way of Doing Things, 

as well as your view of the situation on Earth today will be RADICALLY challenged and changed such 

that you energetically commit yourself to seeking Him and seeking DEEP Relationship with Him. 

Fundamentally human beings exist to be the Friends of the Almighty Creator, anything you have read, 

heard or believed that is contrary to this statement is misdirected, misinformed and just plan WRONG!  

Yah wants YOU to seek to become His Friend, starting right now and I pray that these short articles 

will provide you with a concise mechanism for evaluating the headlines in support of a quality decision 

to serve the Almighty Creator. 

 

https://www.eti-ministries.org/compilation-of-most-writings
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Section 1:  

Where are YOU Going? 

1.1. The Almighty Creator, Yah the Eternally Self-Existing, says: "It is time to 

choose -- will you be my Friend, or my foe? -- there is NO middle ground!" 

Yah says further: 

"Ultimately THE AIM of this entire experiment is to find those who will make the sacrifices necessary 

to become My FRIENDS -- NOTHING is more important" 

... 

"A friend is one who is concerned about the well-being of the one they call friend and desires to treat 

that person as they would be treated -- HOW do you choose to treat Me?" 

… 

"True friendship is about what you can GIVE -- NOT what you can GET! -- what are YOU prepared to 

give Me (Yah)?" 

… 

"A true friend seeks to know ALL truth about the one whom they call friend AND to help others to know 

that truth -- Do YOU know the truth about me? Do YOU care?" 

… 

"In this age I (Yah) am MASSIVELY CONSTRAINED by the 'Rules of Engagement' in terms of what I can 

say and do EXCEPT through those true friends and true servants who will do the necessary work to 

KNOW my will AND proclaim it AND action it" 

… 

"There is NO greater love than that a man should lay down his life for his friend! -- Will YOU lay down 

your life for Me?" 

… 

"Technically a martyr is one who lays down their life for Me, NOT necessarily in physical death but also 

by sacrificing their comfort and well being in favour of doing MY will -- will you do ALL that it takes to 

serve Me and love Me as your friend, NO MATTER what it costs you? -- Will you be a martyr for Me by 

your way of living?" 

… 

"My true friends take time to spend quality time with Me daily and communicate with Me and consult 

Me constantly" 

… 

"Why Believe? 
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"Because if you do NOT you WILL find that when you die you are forced to serve and worship Satan for 

ever or at least until the day the winner of the 'The Contest' is adjudicated" 

… 

"Realize that serving Satan after you die could be a really HORRIBLE experience, particularly IF you 

regard yourself as a GOOD person!" 

… 

"Imagine what it will be like as an ancestor spirit (demon) knowing the truth about the lies you believed 

and watching your loved ones making the same mistakes and believing the same lies that you believed 

and being unable to do anything about it!" 

… 

"Imagine what it will be like when you discover that you are irrevocably locked into the same 

dispensation that is behind the most barbaric and savage cultures on earth" 

… 

"IF you are a 'GOOD' person: when you die you may find yourself secretly hoping that Satan WILL lose 

'The Contest' so that you can be cast into the Lake of Fire and utterly consumed in a moment of torment 

and terror, rather than being a participant in the progressive degradation of the human race into utter 

depravity, barbarism and perversion! -- and yet you will be POWERLESS to do anything about it!" 

… 

"The consequences of dying without a PROFOUND realization of my (Yah's) existence AND a DEEP life 

changing decision to serve Me is too ghastly to contemplate IF you take the trouble to REALLY 

understand the truth about the world you live in!" 

… 

"Imagine what it will be like to be a demon (ancestor spirit) riding on your favourite grandchild and 

watching them participate in the same empty rituals and mouthing the same meaningless platitudes 

that you practised during your life and being UNABLE to warn them of the terrible destiny that they 

are locking themselves into!" 

1.2. Why YOU Should Believe in the Almighty Creator 

If you do not believe that the Almighty Creator exists I would like to present you with the following 

Critical Factors to consider as to WHY you should believe: 

1. Created to be Companions and Friends 

This entire Universe was created so that the Almighty Creator might have companions, confidante’s, 

Friends – people who believed in Him and did things with Him.  If you are NOT such a person you are 

missing your life goal. 

2. Engineered Creative Complexity 

The visible Engineering complexity of us as Human Beings, everything we can see, touch and feel tells 

us there had to be a highly intelligent, highly creative Engineering Being to create all this -- it cannot 

just have happened.  Examination of anything around you will confirm this. 
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3. Sexual Reproduction Requires a Creator 

We are sexual beings.  Sexual reproduction in all higher forms of plant and animal life requires the 

male and female to be perfectly formed before they can reproduce and not die out -- proves a highly 

skilled Creator. 

4. Huge Rewards for Loyal Service 

There are HUGE rewards in the afterlife in terms of esteem and authority for those who truly serve 

the Creator in this life.  YOU have the opportunity to be part of this.  Are you aware of this?  Are you 

going for it? 

5. Satan the god of THIS World is a Harsh Task Master 

Satan, the Adversary, the God of THIS World is engaged in a Contest with the Almighty to turn ALL 

Human Beings against the Almighty Creator.  Satan is responsible for the mess this world is in today 

and for all the evil, the wars, the disease, etc.  Why serve him?  That is the inevitable consequence of 

NOT believing in the Almighty Creator.  As an unbeliever you will serve Satan more fully after you die 

and will find existence very harsh and very unpleasant. 

6. Are you striving to be your best for nothing? 

You are no doubt striving to do your best in this life without knowing the outcome.  If you realized 

that the outcome COULD be extremely beneficial and pleasant IF you truly serve the Creator I suggest 

you would view things differently.  Today is your opportunity to start going for that goal. 

7. Death as an Ancestor Spirit 

The HARSH reality is that WHEN you die as an unbeliever you will NOT enter Heaven.  You will be told 

you have been lied to and will continue existence as a Demon or Ancestor Sprit with NO ability to 

move around under your own motive power.  You will potentially be stranded underground where 

your corpse rots in your grave for the rest of the millennium.  Surely that is NOT your goal for your 

life? 

I strongly recommend that you choose to believe in the Almighty Creator, whose true name is “Yah 

the Eternally Self-Existing” by praying as follows “Father Yah, Almighty Creator of the Heavens and the 

Earth and all that is in it, I now realize that you MUST exist and I choose to believe that you exist.  I ask 

you to come to live in me now, fill me with your Spirit and guide me in drawing close to you.  I am told 

I can serve you.  I want to serve you but I do NOT know how to do that.  Help me to find people and 

material who can help me.” 

If you have prayed this prayer please visit the rest of the website and read the contents of the menu 

item “Seven Components of Drawing Close” near the bottom of the menu or contact me on 

New.Belief@ETI-Ministries.org 

1.3. Critical Actions on First Belief 

The following critical actions should be taken by any person who first comes to belief, this will lay a 

foundation for a powerful life in relationship with the Almighty Creator.  Refer to the “Article Seven 

mailto:New.Belief@ETI-Ministries.org
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Components in Growing Close to Yah” – page references below are to this article which is available on 

the main Website.  These same procedures can be applied at any time, however they are particularly 

effective when applied immediately after a person comes to Belief. 

1. Seven Days of Grace 

There are seven days of Grace from the moment of First Belief during which there is EXTREME Grace 

for forgiveness, healing, deliverance and learning.  Wherever possible a new Believer should be 

supported to apply all the processes and components below during this period.  This opportunity will 

never be given to that person. 

2. Immediately Seek Anointing 

Immediately pray for infilling with the Spirit of Yah and pray daily thereafter for infilling – this is the 

Anointing of the Spirit of Yah.  

3. Seven Day Water-Only Fast 

Immediately embark on a Seven Day Water-Only Fast – page 25 to 27. 

4. Worship Daily 

Worship daily using the songs starting on page 43. 

5. Shave the Entire Body Except the Head and Eyebrows 

Shave the entire body except the head and eyebrows on the 1st, 7th and 8th day after coming to 

belief.  Pay particular attention to symbolically shaving Tattoos and Piercings – page 31. 

6. Full Body Anointing with the Blood of the Covenant 

Full Body Anointing with the Blood of the Covenant (Red Wine or Red Grape Juiced prayed over to 

symbolically represent the Blood of the Covenant) on the 1st, 7th and 8th day after coming to belief. 

7. Full Body Anointing with the Oil of the Spirit 

Full Body Anointing with the Oil of the Spirit (Olive Oil prayed over to symbolically represent the 

Anointing of the Spirit of the Creator) on the 1st, 7th and 8th day after coming to belief. 

8. Full Body Triple Immersion 

Full Body Triple Immersion on the 1st, 7th and 8th days after coming to belief, see page 32. 

9. Spiritual Audit 

Undertake a comprehensive Spiritual Audit and pray appropriate prayers – page 41. 

10. Reading Anointed Books and Praying 

Spend the rest of the week reading Anointed books and praying appropriatedly – see list of 

Recommended Reading. 
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11. Receive Ministry and Counsel 

Receive Ministry and Counsel from Anointed Believers IF they are available and do whatever else you 

find to do. 

1.4. Why YOU Should Seek to Become a Friend of the Almighty Creator 

Did you know that it is possible to become a FRIEND of the Almighty Creator?  Did you know that THIS 

is your purpose on Earth?  Here are a few points to help you assess how you want to live the rest of 

your life: 

1. Entire Creation is to Create Friends 

This entire Creation exists so that the Almighty Creator can have companions, confidantes, Friends to 

talk to, to learn with and to do things together.  If you do NOT realize this then you are missing out on 

the only REAL goal for your life! 

2. Heaven is a Place of Great Splendour 

Heaven is a place of great splendour and those who qualify as Friends receive great esteem, splendour 

and authority.  Do YOU understand the Ranks in Heaven and have a life goal to achieve this? 

3. “Friend” is the Highest Rank in Heaven 

“Friend” is the highest rank in Heaven.  Did you know that?  Do YOU aspire to that highest rank?  Or 

are you just wandering through life with NO clear purpose? 

4. “Overcomers” Still Get to Sit on Thrones 

The next rank in Heaven is “Overcomer” – one who has overcome sin and the Trials and Tribulations 

of this life in order to sit on a High Throne below the Friends.  Do you AT LEAST aspire to that? 

5. “Good and Faithful Servants” at Least Receive Reasonable Esteem and Authority  

If you do not qualify to be an Overcomer, you will NOT qualify for a Throne but at least perhaps you 

could become a “Good and Faithful Servant”.  One who has served the Almighty significantly.  You will 

have to stand but at least you will be esteemed and have some authority. 

6. There are Lower Ranks if your Aspirations are Lower 

If you are NOT in line to be a Good and Faithful Servant perhaps you qualify as a “Wise Steward”? or 

an “Adulterous Wife”? Or perhaps only a “Foolish Virgin”.  At least you will still be in the Body of 

Heaven, albeit it fairly far out. 

7. There is a TRASH HEAP in Heaven, are YOU Headed There? 

Heaven ALSO has a Trash Heap, a dark, cold, lonely place where those who at some level believed but 

then chose to ignore the Creator will be ignored by Him for Eternity.  There will be weeping and wailing 

and gnashing of teeth!  Is THAT where you are headed? 

Where do YOU stand? 
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I suspect NOT very far up that ranking because, in this age, very FEW people are anywhere significant 

on that ranking. 

YOU have a choice today – go ALL OUT to serve the Almighty Creator whose TRUE NAME is “Yah the 

Eternally Self-Existing” or continue to potter along in mediocrity only to be BITTERLY DISAPPOINTED 

when you die! 

I strongly recommend that you choose to go ALL OUT to Serve Father Yah, starting today.  Pray “Father, 

I have just realized that my relationship with you is NOT where I would like it to be and is characterized 

by luke-warmness and mediocrity in the things that really matter.  I choose this day to serve you 

wholeheartedly and I ask you to forgive me and help me to do what I need to do in order to become 

your Friend (or to Overcome, or to become a Good and Faithful Servant, or a Wise Steward, etc 

depending on your aspirations)”.  There is much more you should pray – see below. 

If you have prayed this prayer please visit the Website and read the contents of the menu item “Seven 

Components of Drawing Close” near the bottom of the menu and also in Volume 1 of the Book Set or 

contact me on Newly.Commited.Believer@ETI-Ministries.org  

1.5. Critical Elements of Cleansing 

Refer to the article “Seven Components in Growing Close to Yah” on the Website for detailed 

information. 

1. Do at Any Time 

These processes can be followed at ANY time and can be done more than once as appropriate. 

2. Rehearse the Covenant Regularly 

Rehearse the Covenant {“Communion”} regularly and apply the Blood of the Covenant (the Red Grape 

Juice or Red Wine) to your forehead, back of neck, right thumb and right big toe. 

3. Full Cleansing Process 

Same process as for a New Believer – fast (7 days or 7 x 3 days water-only), shave the body, full body 

anoint with the Blood (the Red Grape Juice or Red Wine prayed over to represent the Blood of the 

Covenant), full body anoint with the Oil of the Spirit (Olive Oil prayed over to represent the Anointing 

Oil of the Spirit of Yah) and Triple full body immersion.  Refer the abovementioned article for the 

details. 

4. Sanctify your Dwelling 

Clean out your dwelling of any and all defiled artefacts, artefacts with Satanic or Demonic 

connotations.  Where appropriate destroy with fire. 

5. Spiritual Audit 

Detailed Spiritual Audit – cycle through your life repeatedly year by year noting down all that comes 

to remembrance -- record ALL sin that comes to remembrance, wrongs you did to others, wrongs 

mailto:Newly.Commited.Believer@ETI-Ministries.org
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others did to you, etc.  Contact people as necessary, make restitution, make right.  Heartfelt confession 

and repentance -- turning around. 

6. Cleanse Yourself 

Cleansing of Self.  Bind all Satanic and Demonic Entities in the name of Yahooshua {Jesus} that are “in, 

on or around” you that do NOT have a legal right to be there.  Ask Father in the name of Yahooshua 

to send His Mighty Warring Messengers {Angels} to bind, cast out and send where He wants to go all 

the Satanic and Demonic Entities named.  Ask Father what is giving legal rights to Demons and for 

inspiration to know the legal right and how to cut it off. 

7. Constant Worship, Prayer, etc 

Constantly worship, pray, study in order to learn more and clean up as led whenever it seems 

appropriate.  There is a huge amount on the Website. 

8. Ongoing Process 

This is an ongoing, iterative process that should be repeated at intervals over several years. 

This cleansing process is VITAL if one is to really draw close to the Almighty Creator and come to hear 

Him clearly 

1.6. Critical Considerations with Regard to the Demographics of the Kingdom 

of Yah on Earth Today 

The image on the covers of the Book Set and 

presented below represents the continuum 

between deep / ALL evil which is Satan on the 

bottom left to ALL good and ALL truth which is Yah 

the Eternally Self-Existing, the Almighty Creator, 

which is at the top on the extreme right. 

The jagged steep mountain symbolizes how 

difficult it is to draw close to Father Yah in the 

present age and how easy it is to fall from any level 

through pride, self-righteousness and other sin and 

error. 

This collection of writings and, indeed, all of my 

writings are about how to move from some 

position on this curve to the position on the top 

right which is occupied by people close to Father 

Yah.  The designation “Friend” is the highest status 

that any human being can aspire to in this life and 

is what we were ALL created to achieve. 
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The components of the curve are as follows (statistics are as at 25 December 2015) for ALL religious 

groups worldwide: 

1. Believers at Some Level – about 22.7 million made up of: 

a. Friends (1) – high throne – put Father Yah first in their lives and serve Him faithfully.  This is 

tragic, we should ALL be here. 

b. Overcomers (20) – throne – have overcome sin and the temptations of this world at some 

material level. 

c. Good and Faithful Servants (~5,000) – significant measure of faithful service. 

d. Wise Stewards (~200,000) – some measure of faithful service. 

e. Adulterous Wives (~500,000) – some level of infilling of the Spirit of the Almighty but continue 

in deep error and unbelief includes many who worship Yahooshua {Jesus}. 

f. Foolish Virgins (~2 million) – believe but no infilling of the Spirit of the Almighty. 

g. Outer Darkness (the majority -- ~20 million) – at some level once believed sufficiently to qualify 

for Heaven but nothing beyond that.  They ignore Father Yah in this life and, accordingly, He will 

ignore them in Heaven for Eternity.  The product of useless “Evangelization” without sustained 

follow-up. 

2. Believing Unbelievers -- about 100 million – think they believe but so full of error they do not 

actually believe in the Almighty.  Many who believe Jesus is God are here. 

3. Outright Unbelievers -- about 6.8 billion plus, the bulk of the population of the Earth – no 

awareness of any significance of the existence of the Almighty. 

4. Outright Servants of Satan -- about 22.7 million – at some level consciously serving Satan in roughly 

analogous groupings and counts to those serving the Creator. 

It is my hope that by reading this webpage and by visiting the rest of the website you will be challenged 

to seek to move your life to the top right of the curve and become Father’s Friend and qualify for a 

High Throne in Heaven for Eternity. 

This webpage is accompanied by the entire Website and by twelve collections of my writings in pdf 

format and also soon to be in Bound Books – these documents are available electronically off the 

Website or you can email me – I hope to make them available on Amazon as well.  See  

https://www.eti-ministries.org/compilation-of-most-writings  

For more information refer to the articles “The Demographics of the Kingdom of Yah on Earth Today” 

and “Demographics of the Kingdom of Yah elaboration” in Volume 1.  Also on the Website. 

 

https://www.eti-ministries.org/compilation-of-most-writings
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Section 2:  

Core Teachings {Doctrine} 

2.1. Critical Elements of What I Believe 

1. Created to Worship and be Friends 

We were created to worship and be Friends with the Almighty Creator whose true Name is “Yah the 

Eternally Self-Existing” and it is gross sin to worship any other being (e.g. Yahooshua {Jesus}) or object 

(e.g. the Bible). 

2. Cycles of Falling Away 

There have been a number of cycles of mankind falling away from the Almighty which have each been 

turned around by a significant “Turnaround Prophet”, most notably Noah, Abraham Moshe {Moses}, 

David, Yahooshua {Jesus}, Mohammed and Martin Luther. 

3. Satan Rebelled and Tricked Adam to Give Control 

At the time that mankind was Created, Hillel, a Messenger {Angel}, the Light Bearer, rebelled and 

challenged the Almighty to a “Contest” to prove that humans would NOT serve the Almighty at the 

end of 7,000 years.  Satan, the Adversary / Accuser as he is now known successfully tricked Adam and 

has ruled on Earth ever since.  Hence the mess the world is in. 

4. 3003 Must Be At Least ONE Human Being Free of Sin 

It is a requirement of the Contest that at the end of the 7,000 years of man on Earth there must be at 

least ONE human being free of sin and serving Yah or else Yahooshua will NOT return and Satan will 

rule on Earth for Eternity will all those who follow him. 

5. Satan in the Pit for 1,000 Years 

Satan was sentenced to 1,000 years in the Pit (Abyss) on 3 May 2003 and the Earth is currently ruled 

by 7 Demonic Masterminds assisted by the Spirits of over 100 Billion deceased unbelievers (Ancestor 

Spirits / Demons) and billions of Messengers. 

6. Yahooshua {Jesus} Lived and Died Without Sin and Has Authority 

Yahooshua the Anointed of Yah {aka Jesus} lived a life without sin and died a terrible death in order 

that every individual believer would have a simple and sure way to receive forgiveness from sin and 

have authority over the Satanic and Demonic Realm. 

7. Global Hydraulic and Tectonic Event Approximately 4,500 Years Ago Reshaped the Earth 

Approximately 4,500 years ago the Earth was judged at the request of Noah and struck by an Ice Comet 

that struck the Earth, knocked it off its axis and orbit and flooded the Earth drowning all but eight 
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people comprising a man called Noah, his wife, three sons and their wives who survived in a ship Noah 

built. 

8. Son’s of Noah Gave Rise to Three People Groups 

The son’s of Noah gave birth to three people groups, the Shemite Group (Europe, the Middle East, 

Russian, Asian Indian, etc), the Japhethite’s (Far East Asia) and the Hamites (Africa).  The Shemites 

have, on balance been most loyal in at some level serving Yah, the Japhethite’s primarily worship Idols 

and living Human beings and the Hammites primarily worship Ancestor Spirits – Demons. 

9. Three Monotheistic Religions Stem from Shem 

The three major monotheistic religions – Judaism, Christianity and Islam all attempt to worship Yah 

with limited success.  Today all are corrupt and deficient and are leading people astray.  Yah would 

have true believers remove themselves from organized religion. 

The full ambit of what I believe is presented in great detail on the Website and in the collection of 

books available on the site see https://www.eti-ministries.org/compilation-of-most-writings 

2.2. Critical Considerations with Regard to Core Belief {Doctrine} 

1. Yah is One – Worship NO Other 

Yah the Eternally Self-Existing {The LORD} is ONE.  You shall have NO other Mighty One’s besides Him 

and Him ALONE shall you serve and worship.  Do NOT worship Yahooshua {Jesus} or make Yahooshua 

equal with Yah. 

2. Yah Created Humans to be His Friends 

Yah created human kind to be His Friends, companions and confidantes and He desires this today.  If 

you achieve anything less in this life you will have fallen short of your calling. 

3. Yahooshua Lived Without Sinning 

Yahooshua the Anointed of Yah {Jesus Christ} lived without sinning once and died a terrible death to 

usher in a NEW Covenant and forgiveness for sin.  Because of the absence of sin he was instantly 

resurrected and is seated at the Right Hand of the Father WAITING for his enemies to be made his 

footstool.  He is 100% human. 

4. Satan Has Ruled on Earth Through Human Beings Since Adam Sinned 

Satan rebelled and was banished to Earth with his followers at the time of the Creation of mankind. 

Satan has ruled on Earth through human beings from the time that Adam submitted to him.  Satan is 

currently in the Pit for 1,000 years and the Earth is ruled by a Junta of Seven Demonic Masterminds.  

If Satan wins the contest by bringing every human being into submission Satan will Rule on Earth for 

Eternity and Yahooshua will NOT return. 

https://www.eti-ministries.org/compilation-of-most-writings
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5. It is up to the Servants of Yah to Defeat Satan 

It is up to the Servants of Yah to defeat the Forces of Darkness (Satanic and Demonic Realm) and 

prepare a way for Yahooshua to return by living above sin and systematically banishing the servants 

of Satan.  There are specific prayers that can be prayed in order to do this. 

6. The Set-Apart Spirit of the Almighty is Given to Believers for Victory 

The Set-Apart Spirit of the Almighty is given to indwell believers by invitation and lead them into all 

truth and victory over Satan.  This is subject to each believer praying appropriate prayers, undertaking 

appropriate fasts and submitting fully to Yah so that He can Live and Rule through Anointed Believers. 

7. Yah Intended Marriage to be Heaven on Earth 

Yah intended marriage to be Heaven on Earth and gave marriage to understand how He desires us to 
live in relationship with one another and with Him – see  
https://www.eti-ministries.org/heaven-on-earth-in-marriage 

2.3. Critical Considerations with Regard to The Contest, the Rules of 

Engagement and Turning Around 

1. Hillel Rebelled before the Creation of Adam 

At the time that Yah was about to Create Adam, Hillel the Light Bearer, one of the three most senior 

Messengers {Angels} in Heaven, rebelled and when he was about to be cast into the Lake of Fire and 

Brimstone to be utterly destroyed, he challenged Yah to a Contest. 

2. The Contest -- 7,000 Years to Deny the Creator 

The objective of the Contest was that, IF after 7,000 years of man on Earth there was at least one 

human being free of sin and in right standing with Yah to call for Yahooshua to return, Satan, now the 

Adversary and Accuser, would be cast into the Lake of Fire with all of his followers.  If NOT Satan would 

rule on Earth for Eternity. 

3. Time of Yahooshua – Yah Still Confident 

In the time of Yahooshua Yah was still confident He would win The Contest but today there is only one 

human being in right standing and victory is very uncertain.  Will YOU choose to become another such 

person? 

4. New Turning Around Has Started 

At this stage a Turning Around started on 3 May 2003 and the question is whether this can be sustained 

and expanded for the next nearly 1,000 years. 

5. End of the Millennium Only One Human in Right Standing 

On 3 May 2003, the end of the Sixth Millennium, there was only one human being in right standing, 

that is free of sin, and that person brought the charges against Satan in the Court of Heaven and had 

https://www.eti-ministries.org/heaven-on-earth-in-marriage
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Satan sentenced to The Pit (Abyss) for 1,000 years.  Seven Demonic Masterminds now rule on Earth 

in Satan’s place. 

6. Rules of Engagement Forbid Direct Action 

The Rules of Engagement of The Contest forbid either side from acting directly.  They are required to 

act through live human beings.  Humans rule on Earth and have total control but are dominated by 

the Satanic and Demonic Realm.  THIS is the REAL Conspiracy on Earth. 

7. No Direct Communication of Unknown Information 

Neither Yah and His Associates NOR Satan and his associates can communicate new information to 

human beings without first being give authority by the human concerned.  It has turned out that 

human beings are very susceptible to believing the lies of the Satanic Realm.  Human beings ARE 

permitted to disclose (preach / teach) new information on an unsolicited basis.  Will you choose to 

become one who shares the truth? 

2.4. Critical Considerations with Regard to Yahooshua {Jesus} 

1. His name is Yahooshua 

His name is “Yahooshua” meaning “Yah is Salvation” and NOT “Jesus”.  Yahooshua is also translated 

“Joshua” and was a common Hebrew name in that age.  It is sin to call him “Jesus”.  The Grace for the 

use of “Jesus” was completely withdrawn in May 2003. 

2. King of Human Kings 

Yahooshua IS King of ALL Human Kings and Lord of ALL Human Lords and is the most powerful created 

being in the Universe because he died a terrible death without sinning once. 

3. Waiting for His Enemies to be Made His Footstool 

Yahooshua is seated at the Right Hand of the Father WAITING for his enemies to be made his footstool.  

Believers alive today have to do this. 

4. 100% Human 

Yahooshua was and is 100% human, the result of a creative miracle that was less dramatic than the 

miracle of the creation of Adam from nothing and the miracle of the creation of Chavah {Eve} from 

Adam’s Rib. 

5. Gross Sin to Make Him Equal to Yah 

It is gross sin to make Yahooshua equal to the Almighty or to worship him in any way or make him 

“God” or similar. 

6. Authority Over the Satanic and Demonic Realm 

Yahooshua was given authority over the Satanic and Demonic Realm but he delegated that authority 

to those human beings alive on Earth who serve Yah and it is up to us to exercise that authority by 
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praying in his name with regard to certain specific issues.  All other prayer should be made directly to 

the Almighty. 

7. An “Old Testament” Prophet 

Yahooshua lived on Earth as an “Old Testament” Prophet through relationship with the Almighty 

Creator and such a relationship is available to every one of us today.  It is mandatory for a true believer. 

8. NOT “The Way” 

Yahooshua is NOT in some miraculous way “The way” to the Father.  His life is the example, the WAY 

to the Father – how he did things.  We can do greater works than Yahooshua. 

9. Numerous False Beliefs 

There are numerous false beliefs about Yahooshua that totally corrupt what people believe about him 

and deny the real benefits of what he accomplished. 

10. Forgiveness Through Yahooshua’ s Covenant 

We receive forgiveness from sin by rehearsing the Covenant cut by Yahooshua with Bread and Wine 

on a regular basis. 

Yahooshua IS worthy of GREAT Esteem and is extremely powerful but he is NOT Yah and should be 

accorded the status of a great servant and Friend of Yah, nothing more. 

2.5. The Ten Commandments – Fundamental Guiding Principles for Life on 

Earth 

The correct interpretation and application of each of the so-called "Ten Commandments" is discussed 

in the pages relating to the Commandments. 

The MOST IMPORTANT COMMANDMENT is "love Yah the Eternally Self-Existing {God, The LORD}, 

your Mighty One {God}, with ALL your heart, with ALL your soul, with ALL your mind and with ALL 

your strength” 

NOTHING is more important than this – if you do NOT believe in Yah you are NOT on the playing field 

and if your belief in Yah is superficial you are of NO consequence in the Kingdom of Yah and will be 

ignored for Eternity. 

Sadly, almost no one on Earth really understands this Commandment let alone actively seeks to 

comply with it, there is much on the website to help you IF you choose to go this route -- see 

particularly the pages on Relationship with Yah and THE Goal see also the prayers on the Prayers page. 

Beyond this, false teachings have resulted in a situation where all Ten of the so-called "Ten 

Commandments", the Ten Laws (Ten Words in Hebrew) confirmed and reiterated by the Creator on 

the Mountain in the Sinai Desert in Saudi Arabia to Moshe {Moses} and the children of Yisrael {Israel} 

are made of no effect 

https://www.eti-ministries.org/creator-desires-relationship
https://www.eti-ministries.org/the-goal
https://www.eti-ministries.org/prayer
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1. Yah is One 

Yah the Eternally Self-Existing is ONE Mighty One you shall have NO other mighty ones beside Him -- 

broken through the worship of the Bible, Jesus, Mohammed, etc. 

2. No Idols 

No idols -- broken again with the Bible, the Pastor, the Imam, the Rabbi, the Church, the Mosque, the 

Synagogue, the Cross, the car, the house, the wife, the husband, the mistress, etc -- anything or anyone 

that comes between you and service to the Creator.  Belief that the Bible the Word of God is the 

BIGGEST source of people breaking this Commandment. 

3. Name of Yah NOT in Vain 

Do NOT take the Name of Yah the Eternally Self-Existing in vain -- broken because almost no one knows 

His Name, many say "Ja" or "Jah" for yes, have "Yahoo" email addresses, use false names, etc.  The 

Transliterations “Yahweh” and “Yahooeh” are valid although less accurate than “Yah the Eternally Self-

Existing”. 

4. Keep Sabbaths 

Keep Sabbaths -- relates to the seventh day of the week which is Saturday and the high Sabbaths of 

the Almighty being Passover (Pesach), Pentecost (Shavuot), the Day of Trumpets, the Day of 

Atonement (Yom Kippur) and the Feast of Tabernacles (Sukkot).  The Christian world largely observes 

the Sabbath as Sunday, the day of the Sun, an abomination in the sight of the Almighty, and totally 

ignores the high Sabbaths preferring instead to observe the Sabbaths of Satan, Christmas, Halloween, 

Easter, etc -- see "Satanic Feasts" at https://www.eti-ministries.org/prayer for more information. 

5. Honor Parents 

Honor parents -- few people today show their parents the honor and respect due them, in particular 

most parents are abandoned and left to live alone in their old age with occasional visits by their 

children when they should be nurtured in the body of their families. 

6. NO Murder 

NO murder -- the Christian world largely accepts abortion which is outright murder as well as 

contraceptive methods that cause the fertilized egg NOT to implant, also a form of abortion and 

murder.  In addition the death penalty for murder has largely been abolished despite it being a clear 

instruction of the Almighty that murderers should be put to death – supporting this abomination is 

also sin.  All of these wrong practices break this Commandment. 

7. NO Adultery 

NO adultery – Adultery is a sexual tie between a man and a forbidden woman, that is a woman who 

already has a one-flesh tie with another living man.  Lies about Church marriage (meaningless), loss of 

understanding of the Virgin's Covenant, etc means that almost all people today are breaking this 

Commandment.  Sex between men is adultery and cuts across blood lines and is therefore forbidden. 

https://www.eti-ministries.org/prayer
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8. NO Stealing 

NO stealing -- much of the conduct of the world involves some level of deceit and misrepresentation 

in commerce -- this is stealing -- in particular the church lies wholesale about the Almighty, the Bible, 

the future of people AND takes tithes and offerings that yoke the people who give into the error and 

dishonesty of those they give to.  Frequently churches elicit donations with messages about Tithes and 

giving to "the House of God" that are totally off the mark and that their gross sin and error disqualifies 

them from -- this too is stealing. 

9. No False Witness and NO Lying 

NO false witness or lying -- the church lies constantly about the Almighty and His ways, they dress the 

ways of Satan and his Masterminds up to look attractive and sell them as the ways of the Almighty in 

unknowing ignorance because they fail to SEEK TRUTH. 

10. NO Lusting or Coveting 

NO lusting or coveting -- most advertising works on the basis of stimulating covetousness, 

pornography and much advertising stimulates lust, etc. 

IF you choose to draw close to the Almighty you will need to deal with your sin in ALL the above areas. 

2.6. Critical Considerations with Regard to The Bible 

1. Bible from Greek Biblios 

The Bible (from Biblios, Greek for Book) IS a valuable record of how various human beings anointed 

with the Spirit of the Almighty have conducted themselves on Earth.  We CAN learn from those 

examples in the correct context. 

2. Few Passages of Inspired Wisdom and Principles 

The Bible contains various passages of inspired wisdom and principles but these are limited to a very 

small proportion of the book. 

3. Compilation of Fragments 

The Bible in all modern forms is a compilation of text fragments from diverse sources that survived 

the Babylonian exile in the case of the Old Testament and survived Roman and Jewish persecution in 

the case of the New Testament. 

4. Does NOT Claim to be “The Word of Yah” 

Nowhere does the Bible claim to be inspired, “The Word of God” or anything similar to this. 

5. Huge Amounts of Other Writing of EQUAL or GREATER Importance 

There have been huge amounts written by Anointed believers throughout the ages that are more 

inspired and more anointed than most of the Bible and by putting the Bible on a pedestal these 

writings have been grievously discounted. 
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6. Yah is in the Bible Because People Insist on Finding Him there 

People find Yah in the Bible because they go to the Bible having been told they will find Him there and 

so they exercise Emunah {Faith}, (Trust and Belief)} and force Yah to show up against His will.  You will 

find Yah in ANY book that you fervently expect to find Him in!  Do NOT do it” 

7. Bible is the GREATEST IDOL 

Yah says that the Bible is “The Greatest Idol on Earth today”, that it is a “little book” and that He 

“hates” it because of the many people who worship it with “Bible Studies”, “Bible Schools”, “Bible 

Churches, etcetera instead of developing deep personal relationships with Him. 

8. Stuck in a 2,000 Year Time Warp 

Excessive unwarranted esteem for the Bible causes people to get stuck in a 2,000 year old time warp 

that prevents them from achieving a deep relationship with the Almighty and from understanding the 

present age. 

9. Huge Number of Unbelievers and Nominal Believers  

The Bible is responsible for huge numbers of people being unbelievers or nominal believers at a level 

where they never get beyond the basics. 

The Bible is worth reading once or twice but beyond that move on.  There is a huge amount in my 

books and on my website that is inspired at various levels.  Note also that the Quran and the Torah 

should likewise be read once or twice at most and then the multiplicity of other sources should be 

read. 
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Section 3:  

History 

3.1. Critical Considerations with Regard to the History of Mankind on Earth 

Today 

1. Yah Created ALL of this to Give Himself Friends 

Yah created the Universe, the Solar System, the Earth, Plants, Animals and Human Beings in an 

evolutionary (exploratory and experiment) process that culminated in the Creation of Human Beings 

just over 6,000 years ago. 

2. Hillel Rebelled Before Adam Was Created 

Shortly before Yah created Adam, Hillel, one of the three most senor Messengers {Angels} rebelled 

and was cast down to Earth with billions of his followers. 

3. Hillel First Challenged Yah to a Contest 

Before being cast out Hillel challenged Yah to a Contest to prove that in 7,000 years he would seduce 

mankind such that after the 7,000 years there would NOT be a single believer in right standing on 

Earth and that in that case, Hillel, now Satan (the Adversary / Accuser), will rule on Earth for Eternity. 

4. Satan Beguiled Lilith and then Chavah {Eve} 

Following the creation of Adam and Lilith Satan beguiled Lilith into following him.  Yah then created 

Chavah {Eve} miraculously from Adams Rib.  Chavah was then beguiled to eat the fruit from the Tree 

of the Knowledge of Good and Evil and she beguiled Adam to eat too.  They thus became subject to 

Satan. 

5. Humankind Then Degenerated 

Humankind then proceeded to degenerate spiritually until after roughly 1,500 years only one man, 

Noah and his son Shem, and their wives were wholeheartedly serving Yah. 

6. Noah Prayed for Judgment Bringing an Ice Comet 

Noah was grieved by the evil in mankind and prayed for Judgment.  Yah destroyed the Earth by 

bringing an Ice Comet to collide with Earth and totally flooding it and destroying the surface.  Noah, 

his three sons and their wives survived in a specially constructed wooden ship.  Noah was the first 

turnaround Spokesman of Yah {Prophet}. 
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7. The Three Sons of Noah Gave Rise to the Three Main People Groups 

The three sons of Noah gave rise to three people groups: 

a. The Shemites – Europe, Middle East and Russia; 

b. The Japhetite’s – far East Asians; 

c. and the Hammites – the Africans 

These each had very different spiritual pedigrees: 

a. The Shemites have generally been more faithful to Yah and the three mainstream Monotheistic 

religions Judaism, Christianity and Islam flow from them; 

b. The Japhethites have generally worshipped idols and men (the Emperor); 

c. The Hammites have generally worshipped the Ancestors in the form of Ancestor Spirits (Demons) – 

this has resulted in massive degradation of society and people. 

The Earth is still divided this way today. 

8. Following Noah Mankind AGAIN Fell Away 

Following on from Noah the people again fell away, there was a major Turning Around initiated by 

Abraham and reinforced by Moshe {Moses} and David (Dawid). 

9. Yahooshua Was Conceived Miraculously and Lived and Died Without Sin 

Yahooshua the Anointed of Yah {Jesus Christ} was born through miraculous conception by a virgin just 

over 2,000 years ago and lived a life without sin.  He died a terrible death without sinning and was 

instantly resurrected ushering in a further major Turning Around that gave rise to Christianity. 

10. Mohammed Ushered in Another Turning Around 

Mohammed lived about 600 years after Yahooshua and ushered in a further Turning Around that gave 

rise to Islam. 

11. Martin Luther Gave Rise to Another Turning Around 

Martin Luther died in 1546 AD and gave rise to another Turning Around that gave rise to Protestant 

Christianity and which has led to the advancement and prosperity of the present generation. 

12. A New Turning Around Commenced on 3 May 2003 

A new Turning Around commenced on 3 May 2003 when Satan was sentenced to 1,000 years in the 

Pit (Abyss) and Command and Control on Earth passed to the Junta of Seven Demonic Masterminds 

who now rule on behalf of Satan.  It is hoped that this Turning Around will endure for the balance of 

the present millennium and pave the way for the return of Yahooshua and Yah’s victory in the Contest.  
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3.2. Critical Considerations with Regard to Creation 

1. Engineering Precision of ALL Around Us 

The precision Engineering of every facet of the Universe, the plants and animals and human beings 

speak of a Precise, Engineering Creative Agency. 

2. Sexual Reproduction ONLY Works When Fully Complete Else the Species Dies Out 

The fact that sexual reproduction occurs in all higher plant and animal forms and requires that the 

male and female are perfectly formed at the outset else the species would die out immediately -- 

proves a Creative Agency. 

3. Precision of DNA 

The precision of DNA and the way DNA strands are carried in the male and female gametes and merge 

perfectly together to form a new plant, animal or human, clearly speaks of a Creative Agency. 

4. Where Did the Creator Come From? 

The challenge with believing in Creation lies in the question “where did the Creator come from?”  By 

faith and DEEP personal experience I can say that He has always existed and is real. 

5. Belief in Nature 

Belief in “Nature” and other agencies as being responsible for the Universe, Plants, Animals and 

Humans ascribes Creative ability and intelligence to “Nature” which ultimately faces the same problem 

of “where did “Nature” come from?”. 

6. Existence of Spirits 

Widespread belief in Sprits and experience of Spirits evidences that Spirits exist.  This speaks to the 

existence of the Creator as a Spiritual Being.  I testify from PERSONAL EXPERIENCE that Spirits Exist. 

7. People who have had DIRECT EXPERIENCE 

I myself and many others have direct spiritual and physical experience of this Creator who calls Himself 

“Yah the Eternally Self-Existing” at a level that we have total certainty that He exists and created 

everything. 

Intense intellectual consideration of the world around us must lead to a conclusion that there IS a 

higher power, a Creative Agency.  It is then up to you to decide whether to seek a deep personal 

relationship with Him or ignore Him.  Be aware that if you do not serve the Creator by default you 

serve the Spirit being that tells you that the Creator does not exist – it is a binary choice – you either 

believe in the Creator or you serve Satan. 
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3.3. Critical Considerations with Regard to Proof of a Global Flood – 

Catastrophic Hydraulic and Tectonic Event 

1. South African Gold Mines 

South African Gold Mines operating in metamorphosed sedimentary rock strata up to 5,000 meters 

below the surface of the earth evidence massive catastrophic hydraulic and tectonic action. 

2. 90% Sedimentary (Water Laid) Rocks 

90% of the surface of the Earth above sea level is comprised of massive layers of Sedimentary (water 

laid) rock evidencing massive hydraulic, that is “Flood”, action. 

3. African Erosion Surface 

The African Erosion Surface, a flat plane over thousands of kilometers evidences massive hydraulic 

cutting action. 

4. Massive Igneous Intrusions 

Massive Granite, Basalt, Dolerite and other Igneous intrusions evidence massive Tectonic (Earth 

Surface) upheaval consistent with a catastrophic global event. 

5. Land Forms Across the Planet 

Land forms across the planet speak of massive hydraulic cutting action consistent with massively high 

speed water drainage. 

6. The Kuiper Belt – Source of Water 

The Kuiper Belt at the edge of our Solar System contains numerous chinks of ice big enough submerge 

the surface of the earth to a depth of several kilometers if melted on the surface of the Earth. 

7. Hellas Planitia Crater on Mars Proves Size of Ice Comets 

Hellas Planitia Crater on Mars clearly indicates the impact of an object that disintegrated on impact 

the size of which, if it were ice, would completely submerge the Earth. 

8. Ice-Comet Impact 

The Earth was struck by an an Ice-Comet that instantly melted on impact and flooded the Earth to a 

depth of several kilometers. 

9. Knocked Off Axis and Orbit 

The impact knocked the Earth off its vertical axis and out of its’s circular orbit around the Sun and 

caused the current tilt and elliptical orbit. 

10. Core of the Earth Overheated and Expanded 

The Centre of the Earth overheated and because of the highly fractured surface the core of the Earth 

expanded resulting in the formation of the continents and draining of water to form the seas. 
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11. Masses of Evidence 

The Earth is full of evidence of this Global Hydraulic and Tectonic event such that there is absolute 

certainty of the reality of the Flood. 

3.4. Critical Considerations with Regard to the Current Age 

1. Yah is Seeking Anointed Believers to Become Friends 

Yah is seeking Anointed Believers who will become His Friends and form DEEP relationships with Him 

and rule over the Satanic and Demonic Realm as Spiritual Kings and Queens. 

2. Satan is in the Pit (Abyss) for 1,000 years 

Satan was sent to the Pit (the Abyss) for 1,000 years on 03 May 2019 and a Junta of seven Demonic 

Masterminds rule in his place. 

3. Yahooshua is Waiting for His Enemies to be Made His Footstool 

Yahooshua is seated at the Right Hand of the Almighty WAITING for his enemies to be made his 

footstool by defeating sin and gaining authority over the Satanic and Demonic Realm such that large 

numbers of Satanic Messengers {Angels} and Demons are consigned to whatever detention and 

punishment Yah ordains. 

4. This is the Most Evil Generation that has Ever Lived – “Good” is Evil 

This is the most Evil Generation that has ever lived, they claim that Good without Yah is Good when it 

is Evil.  The number of people truly serving Yah is very small and they are almost without exception 

corrupt, defiled and in bondage to the Satanic and Demonic Realm. 

5. The Blessings of the Last Turning Around are Running Out 

The Blessings resulting from the Turning Arounds of Yahooshua, Mohammed and Martin Luther are 

rapidly running out of steam and we are fast approaching a spiritual implosion and collapse that will 

make the Dark Ages look like a Church picnic with epidemic evil, violence, wars, etc. 

6. Present Prosperity Flows from the Blessings of Yah 

The majority of those in communities with a strong spiritual background with Yah are still prospering 

because of the Blessings resulting from the above Turnings Around but for the most part they have 

totally lost sight of Yah and have descended into Liberalism and Atheism. 

7. We are at a Watershed 

We are at a Watershed, either the Turning Around that was initiated on 3 May 2003, when Satan was 

sentenced to the Pit for 1,000 years will take hold, grow and endure for the balance of the Millennium 

and pave the way for Yahooshua to return victorious or it will run out of steam and die out and the 

Satanic and Demonic Realm will prevail and Satan will return from the Pit to reign on Earth for Eternity 

and will be an ongoing reproach to Yah forever.
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Section 4:  

Spiritual Principles 

4.1. Critical Considerations with Regard to Sabbath Observance 

1. Saturday 

Yah’s Sabbath is the Seventh Day of the Week, which is Saturday.  It is NOT Sunday and doing the 

things below on Sunday counts for nothing with Yah.  This is about what you do on Saturday. 

2. No Servile Work 

No servile or secular work is permitted.  This is NOT a day for “odd jobs”, cleaning the house or 

anything else you can reasonably do on another day. 

3. Worship 

I recommend that one should actively worship for a minimum of two hours on the Sabbath. 

4. Day of Rest 

Fundamentally this is a day of REST.  It is acceptable to sleep or relax and take things easy. 

5. Acceptable to Minister 

It is acceptable to Minister on Yah’s behalf.  I work on my Ministry on the Sabbath as service to others 

on behalf of Yah. 

6. Only Simple Food Preparation 

Elaborate meals, etc are NOT the intention only simple meals with most preparation done the day 

before are acceptable. 

7. Acceptable to Buy Meals 

It is acceptable to go to a Restaurant or to buy take-aways – this is preferable to preparing meals 

yourself, certainly in terms of the main meal of the day. 

8. NO Secular Entertainment 

This is NOT the day to engage in Secular Entertainment be it Sport, Radio, TV, Newspapers, Magazines, 

Hobbies, etc.  This is a day to be devoted to Yah.  If you have a problem with this you need to 

understand that you are NOT going to qualify for a High Throne for Eternity.  The points in this section 

relate to people who have made a high-quality decision to serve Yah NO MATTER what the cost! 
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9. More so on High Sabbaths 

The same applies at a more extreme level on the High Sabbaths of the Almighty being Passover 

(Pesach), Pentecost (Shavuot), the Day of Trumpets (Yom Teruah), the Day of Atonement (Yom Kippur) 

and the First and Eighth Days of the Feast of Tabernacles (Sukkot).   The Day of Atonement is a total, 

water-only, one day fast from sunset to sunset. 

4.2. Critical Considerations with Regard to Prayer 

Following are headline principles with regard to Prayer, there is much on Prayer on the Website.  

1. Prayer On Your Knees is Best 

On your knees is the best way to pray, initially at least.  We hear best on our knees because we humble 

ourselves that way.  Also the best way to hear.  As you mature not as necessary. 

2. Prayers are Petition to the Court of Heaven 

Prayer is Petition to the Court of Heaven – do NOT dictate, do NOT prescribe, do NOT tell Father what 

to do, ASK Him for Guidance, give Him permission to intervene in your life. 

3. Prayers Can Take Time to Answer or Not at All 

Prayers may take time to answer and if foolish or presumptuous may not be answered at all or may 

be answered by the Satanic and Demonic Realm.  That said, pray in Emunah {Faith} without doubting 

and if you pray in accordance with these guidelines you have a basis to expect answers. 

4. Prayers Seeking Revelation 

Pray prayers seeking revelation of deception, seeking truth, “judge me severely”, etc – seeking 

Wisdom and Understanding are all absolutely critical! 

5. Directional Prayers 

Pray Directional Prayers seeking guidance – bring people in and out of your life, open and close doors, 

hear only, see only, think only, speak only, write and covenant only, walk only as led by the Spirit of 

Yah.  Hear or discern and be obedient.  Ask to become a Wise Steward, a Good and Faithful Servant, 

an Overcomer, a Friend. 

6. Defensive Prayers 

Pray Defensive Prayers such as “thank you that your Messengers {Angels} encamp around me to 

protect me, that no weapon formed against me shall prosper”, etc. 

7. Prayers with Fasting 

Fasting coupled with effective prayer is particularly powerful.  I strongly recommend 7 or 9 x three-

day water only fasts at weekly intervals as a way of cleaning up your life, sorting out your beliefs, etc.  
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8. Example Prayers 

There are many example prayers in the “Seven Components of Drawing Close to the Almighty Creator” 

on the Website (near the bottom of the menu and also behind the Home page). 

9. Take Prayer Seriously 

Prayer is something to be taken very seriously, it will frame and define whether you progress with Yah 

or not! 

10. Pray In Tongues 

It is possible to pray in an unknown language.  Ask Father to give this to you when you undertake a 

triple immersion or when praying generally.  The gift may take time to receive so keep asking until you 

get it – you will find that you suddenly start praying in a language you do not understand. 

11. Pray in the Spirit at All Times Without Ceasing 

It is possible for your spirit to pray at all times without ceasing.  Ask Father for this gift, you may be 

able to hear yourself praying this way or you may not.  Claim this gift whenever you pray regarding 

the Full Armour of Yah – see the pages on Prayer. 

4.3. Critical Considerations with Regard to Worship 

1. Worship is Making Love to Father 

Worship is making love to Father and should be your constant practice at every possible opportunity, 

in your car, on public transport, at work, at home.  Have recordings on your mobile phone and listen 

with a headset when necessary.  Dedicated, focussed worship at least one session of at least two hours 

once a week on the Sabbath as a minimum. 

2. Do NOT Use Pagan Names 

Do NOT use Pagan names like “God” and “The LORD”.  Use “Yah”, “Yahooeh”, “Yahweh”, “El”, 

“Almighty”, etc.  More information on the Website.  Substitute words when necessary.   

3. Do NOT Worship Jesus or Yahooshua or Messiah 

Do NOT Worship Jesus or Yahooshua or Messiah or sing about him, he should NOT be mentioned in 

your worship of the Creator and we are Commanded to ONLY Worship Yah.  Substitute words when 

necessary.  See the article on “Seven Components of Drawing Close to the Almighty Creator” on the 

Website main menu.  Songs on the Website have had references to Jesus removed. 

4. Sing Songs of Adoration 

Sing songs of adoration, intimate songs where you tell Him how much you Love Him, esteem Him, 

reverence Him, desire to be close to Him. 

5. Sing Songs of Praise 

Sing songs of Praise where you extravagantly declare your love, commitment and esteem for Him. 
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6. Seek Fresh Infilling with the Spirit of Yah 

Seek fresh infilling with His Spirit by singings songs that speak of this such as “Set-Apart {Holy} Spirit 

you are Welcome in this Place”.  Seek the Fire of His Spirit. 

7. Seek His Guidance and Cleansing 

Seek His guidance and cleansing with songs such as “purify my heart”, sung as a prayer. 

8. Music Without Words is Meaningless 

Music without words is meaningless and should be avoided.  The words MUST have deep meaning or 

else the song or music is of NO value to your walk as an Anointed Believer. 

9. Play Worship Songs Non-Stop 

Play worship songs non-stop in your home even when you are not at home.  Play them on low volume 

or through a headset when you are sleeping so that He is blessed even if you are not listening.  Make 

yourself a Temple to Yah. 

4.4. Critical Considerations with Regard to This Life 

1. Yah Desires to be Involved in EVERY Area of Life 

Yah desires to be involved in EVERY area of our lives, our Ministry, our Commercial Endeavours / Work, 

our Relationships, etc.  Once we are filled with His Spirit He is willing to guide us in every facet and He 

DEEPLY desires a DEEP Personal Relationship with each one of us. 

2. Every Believer has a Responsibility to Advance the Kingdom of Yah 

Every Believer has a responsibility to Yah to devote a portion of their everyday lives to advancing the 

interests of Yah on Earth.  Yah will help us to do this. 

3. Every Believer has a Responsibility to Grow in Relationship with Yah 

Every Believer has a responsibility to Yah to devote a portion of their everyday lives to worship, prayer, 

fasting and generally advancing their relationship with Yah.  Yah will help us to do this. 

4. We have Employment to Enable us to Financially Support the Above 

We have employment, whether as employees or business owners in order to enable us to financially 

support ourselves in order that we can perform (2) and (3).  Yah will help us to do this. 

5. Yah Desires Men and Women to be In Covenant 

Yah desires for all Believing Men to be in a Covenant Relationship with one or more Believing women 

and for as many Believing Women as possible to be in Covenant with a Believing man recognizing that 

they are seven times as many Believing women as Believing men on Earth today so that the vast 

majority of Believing women must remain without a man.  Women may covenant with other women. 
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6. The Fundamental Objective of Believers is to Lead Others to Deep Relationship with Yah 

The Fundamental Objective of every Believer on Earth today is to: 

a. Have a DEEP personal relationship with Yah; 

b. Live victoriously above sin and thereby gain authority over the Satanic and Demonic Realm and 

bring them into subjection to Yah and Yahooshua; 

c. Spread the word that Yah wants a DEEP Personal Relationship with EVERY human being alive today. 

7. Long Term Compliance Leads to Financial Wellbeing 

IF we do ALL the above we will ultimately reach a point where WE are able to prosper and enjoy the 

material benefits of Life on Earth WITHOUT getting distracted and corrupted by them. 

4.5. Critical Considerations with Regard to Seek TRUTH NOT Error 

Refer to the article “Seek Truth NOT Error” on the Website menu. 

1. 6,000 Years Learning ALL Error and Wickedness 

Mankind has spent six thousand years learning all there is to learn about evil and error such that this 

is the most evil generation that has ever lived.  We have “good” masquerading as a false surrogate for 

obedience and commitment to Yah. 

2. Only One Human with Zero Sin and Zero Error 

There has only ever been ONE human being who has never sinned and who had zero error, that is 

Yahooshua the Anointed of Yah {Jesus Christ} who lived and died 2,000 years ago. 

3. Only One Being with ALL Sin and ALL Error 

There is only one being with ALL Error and ALL Sin, that is Satan.  All the rest of those who follow him 

have some limited level of truth. 

4. Do NOT be Surprised by Sin and Error 

So, since ALL Human Beings have error there is no reason to be surprised when you encounter it.  Seek 

the Truth amongst the error, learn what there is to learn and then move on to meet others with truth 

you lack. 

5. Focus on Truth 

In living life focus on truth, do NOT focus on error.  It is easy to get offended and thus side-tracked by 

the error or sin or whatever one PERCEIVES to be error and sin and completely lose sight of the good 

and truth that a person has. 
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6. Do NOT Talk About or Publish About Error 

Do NOT talk or publish about error.  Talk and publish about truths.  If you encounter error or sin in 

someone do NOT trumpet it around and draw attention to it. 

7. The ETI Website Seeks to Comply with the Above 

The End Time Issue Ministries Website at www.EndTimeIssueMinistries.org seeks to operate 

according to these principles and I believe that much of the content is truth although there is certainly 

error in some of the older articles in particular.  There may be error in recent articles that I do not 

know is error. 

4.6. Critical Considerations with Regard to Judgment in THIS Life 

Refer to the article “Judgment in THIS Life” on the Website main menu. 

1. An Integral Part of Life as a Believer 

Judgment in THIS Life is an integral part of being an Anointed Believer in this life.  If you sin you WILL 

be judged, whether in this life or the life to come.  The Biblical history of humans on Earth is full of 

accounts of Judgment in this Life.  It is vital to understand this. 

2. Either Your Doing or Judgment 

If things go wrong in your life it is either a consequence of your own failings, foolishness, recklessness, 

laziness, etc OR it is a consequence of Judgment. 

3. Satanic and Demonic Seek Who the MAY Devour 

The Satanic and Demonic Realm seek who they MAY devour.  We have to do something such that they 

can get PERMISSION to attack us.  They cannot touch us without first getting permission from Yah in 

the Court of Heaven. 

4. Yahooshua is our Advocate 

Yahooshua is our Advocate because there IS a Court and we need someone to argue in our defense.  

Yahooshua operates primarily in defense of young Believers asking for Mercy and Grace and mitigation 

of sentence.  If you are mature there is very little Yahooshua can do to help you. 

5. The Satanic are the Prosecutors (Accusers) 

The Satanic Realm are the Prosecutors (Accusers).  They find evidence of sin and report this up the 

line to the Accusers in the Court of Heaven who seek a Judgment against the offending human being. 

6. The Satanic and Demonic Mostly Execute Sentence 

The Satanic and Demonic Realm most often carry out the sentence causing accidents, bringing illness, 

etc.  Yah and His servants may, however, deliver Judgment directly on occasion. 

http://www.endtimeissueministries.org/
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7. The Satanic and Demonic Tempt and Trick 

The Satanic and Demonic Realm also temp us and trick us into error and sin by lying to us, bringing 

other humans with error into our lives and any number of other devices to lead us into error and sin. 

8. Refer Job and Ahab as Case Studies 

The story of Job in the Bible (Job chapters 1 to 3) gives a clear example of the process.  Ahab in 1 Kings 

22:19-24 is another clear example. 

9. It is Up to YOU to Resist and Overcome 

It is up to YOU to resist sin and temptation, get rid of error and live a life about sin and therefore free 

of Judgment. 
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Section 5:  

The Anointed Life 

5.1. Critical Elements of the Anointed Life 

1. Anointed Believer 

If you have at some stage prayed to receive the Set-Apart Spirit or have had the Spirit imparted 

through the Laying-on-of-Hands or through immersion, then you ARE an “Anointed Believer” and a 

“Christ” and a “Saint” to apply commonly used words. 

2. Led by the Spirit of Yah 

The “Anointed Life” is about living and being LED at some level by the Spirit of the Almighty indwelling 

you.  The extent to which this happens is a function of how much you are filled with Fathers Spirit and 

HOW MUCH EFFORT you make to be so led. 

3. Effective Cleansing is Important 

Effective cleansing and preparation as set out in the section on cleansing is HIGHLY desirable in order 

to craft a strong foundation for the Anointed Life.  Refer to the document “Seven Components in 

Drawing Close to the Almighty Creator” on the Website. 

4. Appropriate Prayer is Essential 

Appropriate Prayer asking for in-filling with the Spirit on a daily basis is really important as are daily 

prayers for guidance, direction, etc. 

5. Appropriate Worship is Essential 

Appropriate Worship is essential to being really effective as an Anointed One.  There are 

recommended songs on the Website on the main menu.  They must be a mixture of Adoration (love 

making), Praise, petition for guidance and affirmation of commitment. 

6. Restructure Your Life 

In order to TRULY serve Father Yah as an Anointed One it is essential to significantly restructure  your 

life so that He is the central focus and all that you do is to please Him and serve Him such that your 

secular activities are restricted to what is necessary to enable you to make an adequate living and 

have the time to serve Him. 

7. Drastically Curtail Secular Activities 

IF you are TRULY committed then you will drastically curtail and quite possibly cut out altogether 

sports, dancing, partying, spectator sports, secular Radio, secular TV, secular Newspapers, secular 

books, etc.  You will limit yourself to the minimum needed for your basic functioning recognizing that 
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IF you are truly Spirit Led Father will ensure that you receive the information that you need that is 

REALLY important. 

8. Goal Should be a High Throne 

IF you REALLY take this seriously then your life goal should be a High Throne for Eternity as a Friend. 

5.2. Seven Critical Components of Drawing Close to the Almighty Creator 

The Third Article above Relates to the Fact that “The Creator Desires a Deep Personal Relationship 

with YOU”.  This article addresses the measures you can take to draw close to the Almighty Creator, 

starting NOW!   Read this as an introduction to the very detailed discussion at https://www.eti-

ministries.org/seven-components-of-drawing-close 

These steps apply whether you have previously believed or whether you have now chosen to believe 

for the first time – the emphasis will vary depending on where you are coming from. 

The seven steps are: 

1. Decision 

Decide that the Creator exists and decide to seek a deep personal relationship with Him or, IF you 

already believe He exists, chose to seek a much DEEPER personal relationship with Him; 

2. Prayer 

Pray a range of prayers intended to enable you to get MUCH closer to the Creator and be led by Him 

in every possible way, prayers like “show me the level of my present deception and how to correct it” 

– prayers that are intended to enable you to walk directly with the Creator and NOT rely on other 

human beings; 

3. Fasting 

It is NOT possible to get really close to the Almighty without fasting, the detailed article contains basic 

guidelines on what to do and what to pray; 

4. Cleansing 

This earth is controlled by the Satanic Realm and Demons, when one first comes to the Almighty one 

is highly contaminated.  The abovementioned article discusses at length what is required to get to a 

place where you can draw close to the Almighty and hear Him clearly; 

5. Worship 

Worship is vital in drawing close to the Almighty, a selection of highly effective worship songs that will 

help you on your journey is offered in the abovementioned article – see also https://www.eti-

ministries.org/recommended-worship-songs; 

https://www.eti-ministries.org/seven-components-of-drawing-close
https://www.eti-ministries.org/seven-components-of-drawing-close
https://www.eti-ministries.org/recommended-worship-songs
https://www.eti-ministries.org/recommended-worship-songs
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6. Research 

You are unique, your needs are unique, the value you can add to the Creator is unique, you need to 

investigate Him and His Kingdom for yourself and work with Him to craft your unique position in His 

service; 

7. Action 

Having done all the above it is now time for you to step out with the Almighty Creator and start being 

of service to Him and developing that deep personal relationship that you have chosen to pursue. 

Each of these steps are discussed in detail in the abovementioned article.  Growing close to the 

Almighty Creator is an iterative and progressive process of all of these points as you deal with your sin 

and come to a place of hearing Him more clearly and understanding Him and His goals for your life.  

5.3. Critical Considerations in Being Led by Father Yah the Almighty Creator 

1. Father Yah WANTS to Lead You 

Believe that Father Yah WANTS to Lead you and WILL lead you IF you ALLOW Him. 

2. Quality Decision 

Take a QUALITY Decision to let Father Yah lead you. 

3. Ask Father Yah to Lead You 

Ask Father Yah to Lead you, pray “Father, teach me to be led by Your Spirit every second of every day 

in every possible way”. 

4. Fast and Pray 

Fast and Pray to learn how to be led by Father’s Spirit, see the article “Seven Components of Drawing 

Clear to the Almighty Creator” on the Website. 

5. Noticing – Listening 

Start noticing – listening – He may speak to you audibly or in your heart – be attuned and IF you think 

He has spoken ACT in Emunah {Faith+} or if you are NOT sure then ask for confirmation. 

6. Noticing – Sensing 

Start noticing and sensing – He may give you an impression that you should do something or say 

something, it may just well up inside you with NO audible voice.  Be alert, and IF you think He is giving 

guidance Act in Emunah or if you are not sure then ask for confirmation. 

7. JUST DO IT! 

If in doubt just DO IT!  He understands your challenges and will forgive you IF you miss it.  Just step 

out in Emunah and check-in with Him constantly. 
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8. It WILL Take Time 

It WILL take time but IF you keep at it it is possible to reach a point where you are led constantly and 

unconsciously at ALL times.  This requires diligence, persistence, commitment and Emunah! 

5.4. Critical Considerations in Hearing Father Yah the Almighty Creator 

1. Father Yah WANTS to Speak to You 

Believe that Father Yah WANTS to Speak to YOU and WILL speak to you IF you ALLOW Him.  In fact, 

He EARNESTLY DESIRES to speak to you. 

2. He Desires to Speak to You RIGHT NOW! 

Yah WILL speak to you RIGHT NOW IF you ALLOW Him to.  He Created us to be His Friends.  The ONLY 

reason you cannot hear Him right now is because you have not trained yourself to hear Him and are 

probably contaminated with Demons and wrong beliefs. 

3. Cleansing and Fasting 

Follow the Cleansing Process with Fasting set out in the document “Seven Components in Drawing 

Close to the Almighty Creator” on the Website. 

4. Still Small Voice 

Generally Yah speaks with a “still small voice” – you need to learn to hear Him and you need to get rid 

of as much noise as possible as per the previous point.  Then listen attentively. 

5. Answer Him 

If you think that Yah has spoken then ANSWER HIM!  He is NOT going to keep speaking to you if you 

do not respond, rather answer Him and be mistaken than NOT answer Him.  If necessary ask for 

Confirmation. 

6. ACT 

If you think He has told you to do something then ACT, DO IT!  It is better to act and miss it than to be 

disobedient.  He will cease speaking to you if you do NOT do what He asks you to do.  Note that He 

may ask you to do things that are radically unconventional in terms of your current world-view.  Even 

then JUST DO IT! 

7. Get on Your Knees 

On your knees is the best position to hear Yah, particularly when you are just learning.  By humbling 

yourself you hear more clearly.  I still get on my knees just about every evening before I get into bed 

in order to put myself in a position to hear if there is something that He wants to say to me that I have 

not been hearing. 
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8. Ongoing Conversation 

It is ENTIRELY POSSIBLE to reach a point where you can hear Father Yah so clearly that you can engage 

in unrestricted dialogue.  THIS is what He desires with every one of us! 
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Section 6:  

Marriage 

6.1. Critical Considerations with Regard to Marriage 

1. First Time Sex IS Marriage 

Sexual Intercourse with a Virgin, Widow or truly Divorced woman is a Covenant Act and gives rise to a 

legally binding covenant in the Court of Heaven. Through shedding of the Virgin blood and / or through 

male ejaculate that contains the elements of blood. 

2. Principles of Yah’s Plan for Marriage Informs His Plan for Life  

The principles of how marriage is intended to be directly inform how life as a whole is intended to be 
and how business life is intended to be.  The Marriage and Life Teachings and Marriage and Life 
Strategic Analysis address this in detail see  
https://www.eti-ministries.org/heaven-on-earth-in-marriage 

3. Agreements at Moment of Consummation are Locked Down 

Whatever the agreements and understandings that exist between a man and a woman at the moment 

of consummation (ejaculation) are locked down in indissoluble contractual terms in the Court of 

Heaven.  In the absence of an agreement then Yah’s default terms apply – see https://www.eti-

ministries.org/virgins-covenant-lost 

4. The Man as Head of the Woman 

Unless covenanted otherwise the man is the head of the family unit and the wife is required to submit 

to him.  Submission is a strong act of the will by a strong woman who understands the power of Yah’s 

One-Flesh House.  Headship is NOT domination or ownership or any of the other abominations 

perpetrated by so many men against women. 

5. Work as a Family Commercial Enterprise 

It is Father’s intention that a man and his woman / women and children should all work together in 

the family Business / Enterprise and Ministry and prosper together. 

6. Making Love Builds the One-Flesh Bond 

The more that a man and woman make love passionately, considerately and tenderly the stronger the 

One-Flesh Bond and the more powerful they become as a spiritual entity on Earth whether in Yah’s 

service or in Satan’s service. 

https://www.eti-ministries.org/heaven-on-earth-in-marriage
https://www.eti-ministries.org/virgins-covenant-lost
https://www.eti-ministries.org/virgins-covenant-lost
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7. Yah Created Sex Within Marriage to be Sacred AND Highly Pleasurable 

Yah created Sex within Marriage to be Sacred AND Highly Pleasurable, there are NO limits on what 

may be enjoyed sexually within the confines of a righteous covenant relationship.  You are intended 

to enjoy uninhibited, no holds barred, intensely pleasurable love making within your covenant 

relationship.  Only do not cause pain, injury or distress. 

8. Man Can Covenant with More Than One Woman 

We were created for one man to be able to covenant with more than one woman but most people in 

Western Society cannot do this successfully.  The seal of virginity, the hymen, evidences that men are 

able to covenant with more than one woman and that women are only intended to covenant with 

ONE man. 

9. Powerful, Harmonious Union Required for Victory 

Powerful, harmonious unions will be a vital foundation for building what is required for the present 

Turning Around to become solid and sustainable. 

10. The Satanic and Demonic Realm have Broken Down the Fundamentals 

The Satanic and Demonic Realm have broken down the fundamentals of the union between man and 

woman with the specific objective of greatly weakening the body of True Believers. 

6.2. Critical Considerations with Regard to Choosing a Marriage Partner 

The following are key considerations when it comes to choosing a Marriage Partner: 

1. Must be an Anointed Believer 

It is vital that a prospective marriage partner is also a True Anointed Believer.  If they are NOT then 

walk away immediately.  They should also be at a similar level of relationship with Yah and the man 

should preferably be closer than the woman. 

2. Similar Aspirations 

It is vital that they have similar aspirations to yourself with regards to the Kingdom of Yah and Eternal 

Destiny.  If you aspire to be a Friend of Yah they should do so too, else walk away.  It is better to be 

single than unequally yoked. 

3. Seven Times More Women than Men 

In the case of a woman seeking a man the man must be at least as close to Father as you are, else walk 

away.  Be aware that there are seven (7) times as many women as men in the Body of True Anointed 

Believers so as a woman you may WELL NOT find a suitable husband.  IF you DO find one then hold 

onto him.  If you are unable to find a man then enter into a lifetime covenant relationship with a 

woman who is also serving Father. 
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4. Marriage is a Covenant – a Contract 

Marriage is a Covenant, a Contract.  Courting, Dating, long Engagements are OUT if you are serving 

Father.  Discuss your beliefs and aspirations and non-negotiables in depth.  If you cannot agree then 

walk away.  If you DO agree, commit in writing, consummate and spend a minimum of seven days 

together 24/7 building the foundations of your one-flesh house and making love passionately. 

5. Default Marriage Conditions 

Consult the Article 2013.10.03 “The Virgin’s Covenant” on the Website main menu for more 

information and note specifically the default conditions from the Court of Heaven unless you Covenant 

differently.  IF you want to Covenant differently you MUST do this BEFORE you consummate. 

6. Yah Intends Sexual Lovemaking to be Intensely Pleasurable 

Yah intends Sexual Lovemaking IN Marriage to be uninhibited, unrestrained, joyful and highly 

pleasurable.  Discuss this BEFORE consummation and if one of you has a radically different view point 

and you are unable to agree then walk away. 

7. Much from this Ministry on Marriage 

There is much from this Ministry relating to the above, see the eBook “The Scriptural Definition of 

Marriage” in Volume 5 of the Book Set, the “Marriage and Anointed Life” teachings on the Website 

and also in Volume 10 and the “Strategic Analysis of Marriage and Life” in Volume 11 of the Book Set.  

The Book Set is available for download off the Website – item near the bottom of the menu. 
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Section 7:  

Preparing for Death 

7.1. Critical Considerations with Regard to Death 

1. Death Should be Welcome for Believers Without Sin 

For the Anointed Believer in Right Standing with Yah Death should have NO fear and be welcomed.  It 

represents and INSTANTANEOUS Translation from Earth to Heaven with a resurrected body and 

esteem before the Judgment Seat. 

2. For Believers with Sin Death Leads to the Torturers First 

For the Anointed Believer with sin in their lives death represents an instantaneous translation to 

Heaven in front of the Judgment Seat from where they will be consigned to Hell and the Torturers to 

pay the price for their unconfessed sin. 

3. Believers without Anointing End Up in a Low Position 

For Believers who are NOT Anointed they too will come before the Judgment Seat and consigned to 

the torturers finally to be assigned a low level position in Heaven. 

4. Most Believers Face the Outer Darkness – the Trash Heap 

For those who once believed and then did nothing, they have much to fear.  Once they have paid the 

price for their massive unrepented sin they will be consigned to the Outer Darkness with weeping and 

wailing and gnashing of teeth . 

5. For Illuminated Unbelievers there is Esteem in the Satanic Realm on Death 

For the heavily Illuminated Satan Servants, Satanists, Witches, etc death will open the door for 

significant esteem in the Satanic and Demonic Realm although they will almost certainly be 

disappointed to discover how many Demons are senior to them. 

6. More Junior Satan Servants Face Serfdom and Oppression 

For more junior Satan Servants death will open the door to a role of menial serfdom and oppression. 

7. “Good” Unbelievers Face a Huge Shock 

For the run of the mill “good” Unbeliever, the Vast Majority of the Earth’s Population, they will get a 

terrible shock when they discover that Yah is real, Heaven is real and they are banished to a lonely 

existence as “good” Demons with no rights and at best ignored and at worst put to work misleading 

their descendants and loved ones! 
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7.2. Critical Considerations with Regard to Believers Resisting Death 

1. Frailty, Illness and Lack 

Many times Believers live out the last few years of their lives in frailty, illness, lack and discomfort.  

They may try not to impose on other family members and friends and their last days are miserable.  

There is NO reason for a True Believer in Right Standing with Yah to do this. 

2. If Free of Sin there is NO Reason to Delay Death 

For an Anointed Believer who is free of sin there is NO reason to delay death past the point where 

they decide they are ready to leave and agree this with Yah.  This requires that they complete their 

work on Earth but they can be vibrant to the very last minute. 

3. When Free of Sin the Translation is Instantaneous 

For an Anointed True Believer who is free of sin death involves an instantaneous translation from their 

Earthly body to the Throne Room in Heaven where they go through a process of induction where their 

lives are reviewed and they receive their reward. 

4. Facing Hell Before Heaven 

Many Believers fear death because they know at some level that their lives are NOT right and that 

they will face lengthy punishment in Hell BEFORE they are admitted to Heaven.  This is unnecessary, 

Yahooshua provided a simple mechanism for us to repent of our sin and receive forgiveness -- 

rehearsing the Covenant with Bread and Wine {Communion} coupled with heartfelt repentance and 

turning from the sin. 

5. Torment and Suffering on Earth in Lieu of Time in Hell 

Some believers experience torment and suffering in the last years of their lives because of 

unconfessed sin that they do NOT acknowledge and deal with.  In such cases Yah may, in His Mercy, 

judge them and punish them in this life so that they do NOT need to go to Hell before entering Heaven 

provided that they are still required to repent. 

6. No Reason to Suffer or Eke Out Last Years 

If one understands the above and goes all out to serve Yah and deal with sin and error there is NO 

reason to suffer or eke out the last few years of ones life.  Yah wants us to leave VICTORIOUSLY having 

conquered sin and error through working closely with Him.  Of course, if the person concerned is a 

lukewarm believer much of the positive side of things listed in this article do NOT apply. 

7. This is for Believers ONLY 

None of the above applies to unbelievers.  They face a totally different outcome when they die and 

return instantly as Ancestor Spirits (Demons) for an extremely unpleasant experience for the rest of 

the Millennium (till about 3003) so they have GOOD REASON to fear death. 
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7.3. Your Options on Facing Death 

In looking ahead to the day of your death there are a number of courses of action one of which you 

have at this moment in time chosen by default.  This is directed by whether or not you believe in the 

Almighty Creator whose true Name is “Yah the Eternally Self-Existing” and how much effort you have 

put in to the course of action that you have adopted up to this point. 

The options with regard to where you will end up if you were to die at this instant are as follows 

(counts as at 25 December 2015): 

1. A Throne in Heaven (around 20 people in this generation) 

The highest ideal is a Throne in Heaven as an Overcomer or Friend.  You will need to be victorious over 

sin and the Satanic and Demonic Realm and have proved yourself for at least a few years.  Significant 

effort required and NOT something you can choose on your Death Bed.  There are many vacancies.  

Minimum time to qualify about two years. 

2. Senior Position in the Satanic and Demonic Realm (also around 20 people) 

Senior Position in the Satanic and Demonic Hierarchy.  You will need to have been extremely evil for 

many years, executed many human sacrifices, drunk much human blood and even then you are 

unlikely to achieve more than a mid-level rank.  There is massive competition and the high ranks were 

taken around 5,000 years ago.  You likely do not qualify. 

3. The Main Body of True Believers – Still Esteemed (about 205,000) 

The main body of True Believers in Heaven, Glorious, Esteemed, Powerful but NOT on a Throne – Wise 

Stewards and Good and Faithful Servants.  You will need to have made a real effort to serve the 

Almighty in this life.  Plenty of Vacancies.  Robust repentance and turning around could see you at the 

outer fringes of the Wise Stewards very quickly – possibly even on your Death Bed.  See the prayers 

that follow. 

4. Believers Who Have Seriously Under-Performed (about 2,500,000) 

Believers who have seriously under performed – Adulterous Wives and Foolish Virgins.  Includes many 

Church / Mosque / Synagogue / Other Assembly goers.  You would NOT want to go here by choice, 

there is so much more available.  In Heaven and still Glorious by Human Standards but not the best.  

Need a moderate level of service over several years to be fairly high in these ranks– but the prayers 

below could promote you to entry level Wise Steward instantaneously no matter where you are.   

5. General Satan Servant (about 22,500,000) 

General Satan Servant – still some modicum of Rank and Authority as a Junior Officebearer.  Actively 

practiced evil at some level of conscious awareness.  You will need several years of evil service.  No 

shortcut here. 

6. The Outer Darkness in Heaven – Unbelieving Believer (about 20 million) 

The Outer Darkness in Heaven – Weeping and Wailing and Gnashing of Teeth where the majority of 

those who believed at some point but have subsequently done nothing about it will end up – a pretty 

horrible place to be but very easy to qualify. 
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7. Common Ancestor Spirit (over 6.8 billion – the vast majority) 

A Common Ancestor Spirit (Demon).  One of billions of people who die in unbelief.  Includes about 100 

million believing unbelievers -- go to Church / Mosque / Synagogue / Other Assembly but never 

actually deeply believed in the Almighty Creator.  A human spirit with NO motive power subject to 

draconian and harsh rule – angry that you have been lied to and unable to warn your family and 

friends of their error on pain of the most vile and terrifying torture. 

Conclusion 

If you choose to believe, RIGHT NOW, you could progress rapidly through the ranks in the Kingdom of 

Yah and qualify for an elevated position within years.  You can qualify for an entry level position as a 

Wise Steward simply by sincerely repenting and praying the prayers set out below.  The website 

www.End-Time-Issue-Ministries.or has all the information you need. 

7.4. Your Options on Death if You are an Unbeliever (over 6.9 billion people 

today) 

If you have never believed, even if you go to Church / Mosque / Synagogue / Other Assembly but have 

NO deep settled conviction of the existence of the Almighty you will end up here: 

1. Drowned at Sea 

In the extreme case that you are drowned at sea your body will either be stuck to the location where 

your corpse sank and rotted or be transferred to a Shark or other predator that ate you.  Comparable 

fate if you are killed in a landslide, etc.  Anything where your spirit is not readily accessible. 

2. Buried with your Corpse 

Buried with your Corpse unless you managed to transfer onto a living human before your corpse was 

buried – but you would not have known you needed to transfer! 

3. Stranded in a Furnace 

Stranded in a Cremation Furnace unless you managed to transfer onto a living human being before 

your corpse was burned – but you would not have known you needed to transfer! 

4. Transferred to a Family Member or Friend 

Transferred onto a Family Member or Mourner by accident but you would not have known that you 

needed to do that.  Forced to lead them into more error and sin. 

5. Enlisted into the Demonic Army 

Taken into custody by a Satan Servant – Witch, Witchdoctor, Satanist, etc operating as a Nurse, 

Undertaker, etc.  Subject to harsh training and discipline in a military style hierarchy – the Army of 

Satan.  Deployed to lead living human beings into increasing sin and error. 

http://www.end-time-issue-ministries.or/
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6. A Harsh and Cruel Command Structure 

Understand that the Satanic and Demonic Hierarchy are harsh and cruel task masters who will not 

hesitate to torture you viciously if you attempt to warn those you left behind of their fate and try and 

turn them around. 

7. OR accept the Salvation of the Almighty Creator 

OR you could choose to recognize that the Creative Engineering evidence of the existence of the 

Almighty Creator is all around you (see also the Brochure or Webpage on “Why YOU Should Believe” 

for more information.  Then choose to believe and pray right now “Father Yah, Almighty Creator of 

the Heavens and the Earth, I recognize that I have lived my life in gross error and deception, I ask you 

now to forgive all my sins and I ask you to come and dwell in me and lead me into a new life of service 

to you.  Please help me to walk faithfully with you for the rest of my life”.  Turn to the website 

www.End-Time-Issue-Ministries.org for detailed information on serving the Creator. 

7.5. Why is this World such a Mess? 

Inevitably when one spaks of a kind, loving, Almighty Creator, Father the question arises “Then why is 

this world such a mess and so evil?”  The answer is as follows: 

1. The Almighty Creator was Lonely 

In the beginning the Almighty was lonely and wanted intelligent company.  So He set about creating 

first the Universe, then Solar Systems, then Planets and finally Planet Earth.  All of this was designed 

to accommodate the highly intelligent Human Beings that the Almighty planned to Create. 

2. Exploratory, Investigative, aka Evolutionary Process 

This took place over millions of years in an exploratory, investigative manner, a process that could be 

described as “evolution”.  Many experiments failed to deliver the required outcome and were 

discarded, so there are many planets broadly suitable for life created before our Earth for example. 

3. Created Messengers {Angels} 

During this process the Almighty created “Messengers” {Angels} to assist with the detailed work and 

to serve the Human Beings that He was planning to Create. 

4. Rebellion 

One of the three leading Messengers {Archangels}, Hillel, had a manufacturing defect and developed 

pride and rebelled. 

5. Challenge – “The Contest” 

Just as the Almighty was about to discard Hillel and his followers into the Lake of Fire and Brimstone, 

the Second death, to be utterly destroyed, Hillel challenged Him saying that if he were given 7,000 

years on Earth with the Human Beings that Yah was about to create not one of these Humans would 

be in right standing with the Almighty at the end of the 7,000 years, they would all be in submission 

to Hillel.  If this happened Hillel demanded to be allowed to rule on Earth for Eternity. 

http://www.end-time-issue-ministries.org/
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6. Challenge Accepted – “Rules of Engagement” 

To His everlasting regret Yah (The Almighty) accepted the challenge and they agreed to “The Contest” 

and the “Rules of Engagement”.  Satan, the Accuser or Adversary, as he now was, together with the 

Billions of Messengers under his command were banished to Earth. 

7. Satan has been much more successful than expected 

Satan has been far more successful than Yah imagined and right now he and his cohorts are winning 

the battle “hands down” and running the planet – Satan is the god (Mighty One) of this Earth. 

Conclusion 

You have an opportunity to turn this around by chosing this day to serve the Almighty energetically 

and faithfully for the rest of your life and for Eternity.  See prayers in the subsequent section. 

7.6. The Fate of Good Ancestor Spirits (Demons) 

As stated above, the vast majority of “good” Human Beings do NOT believe and therefore will become 

Ancestor Spirits (Demons).  If YOU are such a person, what awaits you? 

1. On Death – Shown the Lake of Fire and Brimstone 

Immediately you breathe your last breath your spirit will leave your body and you will be taken to the 

Lake of Fire and Brimstone where it will be explained that this will be your fate if Satan loses the 

Contest.  You will suffer torment and terror when you are cast into the Fire so it is best for you for 

Satan to win the contest. 

2. Shown Heaven – told you have believed lies 

You will then be taken to Heaven and given a momentary glimpse of the Throne Room.  You will be 

told that you have been lied to and will NEVER enter Heaven and that there is NO repentance available. 

You will either be very angry or very distressed. 

3. Returned to your Body 

You will then be returned to your body where you may remain forever unless a Human Satan Servant 

(Witch, Witchdoctor, etc) in the form of a Nurse, Undertaker, or other person in contact with corpses 

harvests you. 

4. Harvested by a Satan Servant 

Assuming you ARE Harvested, which is the lot of the vast majority of unbelievers, you will be mustered 

into a particular Satanic Principality or Command such as Lust, Lying, etc based on your strongest sins 

and given specific tasks.  It will be explained to you that if you attempt to disclose the truth to a living 

Human Being you will be subject to the most terrible torture, you will be given an experience of such 

torture. 
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5. Deployed onto a Live Human Being to Lead them deeper into Sin and Error 

You will then be deployed on a living Human being with instructions to lead them into increasingly 

gross sin and away from any hope of Salvation.  Initially this will mostly be a family member. 

6. Poor Performers ignored or harshly punished 

If you are demotivated and a poor performer you may be ignored or you may be subject to harsh 

punishment in order to motivate you to perform your task more effectively. 

7. Training Courses for Good Recruits – a Military Structure 

If you make an effort you will periodically be sent on training courses, very much like in any large 

organization, such as an Army.  You will, after all, be in an Army of sorts.  As you progress (IF you 

progress – there is a LOT of competition), you will move to more important Human hosts but you will 

never progress far because there is massive competition, there are Demons who have been Demons 

for thousands of years who are embedded in the Hierarchy. 

Conclusion 

If this outcome fills you with horror, please pray as follows “Father Yah, Almighty Creator of the 

Heavens and the Earth, I recognize that I have lived my life in gross error and deception, I recognize 

that right now I face a terrifying future and I ask you now to forgive all my sins and I ask you to come 

and dwell in me and lead me into a new life of service to you.  Please help me to walk faithfully with 

you for the rest of my life”.  Turn to the website www.End-Time-Issue-Ministries.org for detailed 

information on serving the Creator. 

7.7. Preparing for Death 

If you do not like what you have just read you can change your situation RIGHT NOW.  The Almighty is 

merciful and oft forgiving and WANTS you to succeed and be close to Him and in Right Standing with 

Him: 

1. If you have NEVER believed 

If you have never believed pray as follows “Father Yah, Almighty Creator of the Heavens and the Earth, 

I recognize that I have lived my life in gross error and deception, I recognize that right now I face a 

terrifying future and I ask you now to forgive all my sins.  I ask you to come and dwell in me and lead 

me into a new life of service to you.  Please help me to walk faithfully with you for the rest of my life”.  

There are plenty of vacancies in Heaven at every level! 

2. Unbelieving Believer 

If you are an Unbelieving Believer one who once believed but has subsequently done nothing and so 

are destined for the Outer Darkness, then pray “Father Yah, I confess that I once believed but have 

subsequently done nothing about it.  That is sin, I repent and ask you for forgiveness.  I commit now to 

earnestly seek to know you.  Please come and dwell in me and help me to serve you in a way that is 

pleasing to you”. 

http://www.end-time-issue-ministries.org/
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3. Traditional Assembly Goer -- Not filled with the Spirit of Yah 

If you are a traditional Church / Mosque / Synagogue / Other Assembly goer and did not know you 

should invite Father Yah to fill you with His Spirit, then pray “Father I confess that I have never invited 

you to dwell in me.  I confess that as sin and repent and ask for forgiveness and ask you to come and 

dwell in me and fill me with your Spirit.” 

4. Used wrong names 

If you have believed but called the Almighty by the blasphemous name “The LORD” instead of “Yah 

the Eternally Self-Existing” or “God” instead of “The Almighty”, then pray “Father I confess that I have 

addressed you using Blasphemous Names, I confess this as sin and repent and ask you to forgive me.  

I ask you to help me lead a life that is pleasing to you.”  There is much on the website relating to the 

wrong names, etc. 

5. Worshipped Jesus 

If you have worshipped Jesus and made him equal with the Almighty Creator and now recognize that 

this is sin pray “Father I confess that I have worshipped Jesus and that this is gross sin, I confess this 

as sin and repent and ask you to forgive me.  I ask you to help me lead a life that is pleasing to you.” 

6. Aspire to a Significant Rank in Heaven 

If you have never realized that there are Ranks In Heaven and now aspire to a Siginficant Rank (Wise 

Steward or Good and Faithful Servant) then pray “Father I was not aware that it was possible for me 

to qualify for a significant rank in Heaven.  I desire such a rank, please help me to attain such a rank.”  

Note that you can attain the entry level rank of “Wise Steward”, simply by praying the prayers on this 

page and then energetically serving Father for the rest of your life.  You will have to work more 

intensively if you desire to reach the upper echelons of this level of rank.  This applies even if you die 

today, even if you are on your death bed when you pray these prayers. 

7. Go ALL OUT and aspire to become an Overcomer or Friend 

If you desire to go ALL OUT and seek to become an Overcomer or a Friend (the highest possible ranks 

in Heaven), then pray “Father I was not aware that it was possible for me to qualify for a a really high 

rank in Heaven.  I desire such a rank and desire to become an Overcomer or, if possible, a Friend.  

Please help me to attain such rank.  I now make a deep commitment to seek to qualify for this rank.  I 

choose to lay down my life in service to you for the rest of my days and I ask you to help me.”  You will 

have to do some hard work on a sustained basis to really draw close to Father Yah and serve Him 

faithfully.  If you apply all that you find to do on the www.End-Time-Issue-Ministries.org website it is 

possible that you could become a Friend in a minimum time frame of about two years. 

Conclusion 

Visit the “Seven Components of Drawing Close”, “Where will YOU Spend Eternity” and “Radio – 

Summing Up the Message” webpages at www.End-Time-Issue-Ministries.org Website in order to 

draw close. 

 

 

http://www.end-time-issue-ministries.org/
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Section 8:  

Reference 

8.1. Companion Volumes 

This webpage is a lead in to the collection of 12 Volumes, 15 books which present nearly all my writings 

since I started serving the Creator in 1993 after He spoke to me audibly. 

If you are wanting to really draw close to the Almighty there is a huge amount of learning contained 

in these books which run to over 7,500 pages on a huge diversity of subjects.   

Much of this material was written or recorded under a material anointing and with a material level of 

leading by the Spirit of Yah and I therefore commend this Book Set to you as a resource that can help 

you draw closer to the Almighty and better understand what is going on on Earth today. 

Essential Elements Flyers 

Having collated the information for the Booklet below I realized I could net down the content to those 

items that were Essential for a person making a first-time decision to Serve the Almighty to a single 

A4 sheet with three folds.  Similarly I could net down other items for a person who already believed 

to help them take the first step on the ladder to becoming a Friend of Yah.  These two flyers will be 

distributed together with the Book Set. 

Critical Elements of Belief Booklet 

As I was completing the Book Set below I decided to produce a couple of concise one-page bullet point 

summaries of key aspects of what I advocate.  Over a period of two weeks that extended to a list of 

about 23 such one-page analyses on all the major areas that I hold opinions on that I think are valuable 

and from Father.  These have been assembled into Booklet form and will be distributed together with 

the Book Set as well as independently. 

Collectively the lists in this document provide a concise way for any person to gain an overview of all 

the major areas of belief that I consider important.  This Booklet will be distributed together with the 

Book Set and provides an entry point for the Book Set listed below. 

Volume 0: 

Some key statements of what I believe plus most recent teachings including teachings from the Radio 

Programme that commenced in October 2018 as well as other recent teachings that were written after 

the first volumes were finalized. Volume 0 also contains the Tables of Contents of all the Volumes in 

the Set which will facilitate you finding material of interest.  This information is also available on the 

Website at various levels of accessibility – the Website is fully searchable both with Google Site Search 

and the Article Search on the Articles Database in the right hand side bar of every page. 
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I believe that the material in Volume 0 is the most rounded together with what is presented here is 

the most mature of all the material I have created and therefore I recommend Volume 0 as the place 

to start if you do not have the interest to read the remaining Volumes. 

Volume 1: 

Volume 1 contains what I consider to be the most important writings I have originated barring what is 

contained in Volume 0 which material originated after Volumes 1 to 5 were finalized.  Volume 1 

includes an Audio Compact Disk of Recommended Worship Songs plus a USB Memory Card containing 

nearly all articles I have written plus books, audio teachings, videos and the Website.  These items are 

also available on the Website. 

There is a lot of important material in Volume 1 – if you do nothing more please read this page plus 

Volumes 0 and 1. 

Volume 2: 

All writings between the Day of Atonement 2014 and July 2018. These writings consolidate what I had 

learned and reported up to 2014 and represents a more mature view of those learnings. There is also 

a large collection of direct quotes given to me by the Almighty in 2014. 

I strongly recommend that you read Volume 2 after reading Volume 1. 

Volume 3: 

All the Website Header Articles written in 2014 plus recent articles not included in Volumes 1 and 2. 

The Website Headers cover a very large diversity of topics – about 700 short to medium length articles. 

This volume is well worth reading in terms of getting answers to many questions.  All of this material 

is also available on the copy of the Website on the USB Memory Card associated with Volume 1 which 

you can browse on your computer without an Internet connection.  This can also be downloaded off 

the Website. 

Volume 4: 

All articles published between the Day of Atonement 2009 and the Day of Atonement 2014. These 

articles cover a period where my understanding of diverse topics was maturing, particularly adjusting 

to the Bible NOT being “The Word of God” and Yahooshua {Jesus} NOT being the Almighty in the flesh. 

Many other topics are addressed. 

A useful collection. 

Volume 5: 

A collection of eBooks never previously formally published on a range of topics.  These were written 

between 1998 and 2000 with one written between 2004 and 2007. Most of these contain words and 

doctrine that I have since come to understand to be incorrect, however in all cases there is much in 

the core message that is relevant and sound. 
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Volumes 6 to 9: 

Many of the articles published from around Passover 2000 to the Day of Atonement 2009. These 

articles trace my journey from being a deeply committed Charismatic Christian with numerous 

powerful and affirming spiritual experiences and believing that the Bible was “The Word of God” and 

that Jesus (Yahooshua) was the Almighty in the flesh to recognizing that both of these beliefs were 

false and that we should worship the Almighty only and turn to much wider sources of information.  

This also traces my journey from relying significantly on other sources to relying on the Almighty 

Creator, Yah for almost all my input with regard to areas of teaching.  From 2009 onwards almost 

everything is a culmination of my Journey with Yah and inspired by His Spirit as a material level. 

If you are a believer who is really seeking to deeply understand the matters of the Almighty, and 

particularly if you come from a Christian beginning, you may find this collection of writings useful.  

Start reading with Volume 9 and then read 8, 7 and 6. 

I also came to deeply understand that Islam and Judaism are belief sets that are EQUALLY valid to the 

Almighty and that Christianity is NOT the defining belief set. I now adhere to a set of beliefs that are 

effectively an interpolation between Christianity, Judaism and Islam. 

These articles also trace the Prophetic shifts in the spiritual dispensation during this period including 

Satan being sentenced to 1,000 years in the Pit in 2003 and the shifts that have followed. 

Volume 6 

Writings in 2005 through to the Day of Atonement 2009.  During this period I concentrated on secular 

activities at the expense of the Ministry and much of what I posted took the form of articles from 

other sources.  During this period I was in a covenant relationship with a woman that was also not 

supportive of the Ministry.  This was also a period of consolidation with regard to my revised 

understanding of key principles as outlined above. 

Volume 7 

Writings in 2003 and 2004.  A time of some personal turmoil and struggle.  Also consolidating what I 

had learned in the years before this.  In May 2003 I convened the Court of Heaven to Judge Satan and 

have him sentenced to isolation in the Pit (Abyss) for 1,000 years. 

Volume 8 

Writings in 2002.  A period of intense learning and consolidation. 

Volume 9 

Writings in 2000 and 2001.  A period of intense learning.  During this period I was learning a lot about 

the errors of the Christian faith and correcting my learning in those areas.  I was also developing my 

understanding of the way that spiritual affairs operate.  In particular I learned about the True Names, 

Yah and Yahooshua, learned about the True Sabbaths, learned that Yahooshua was NOT Yah and that 

the Bible was just a book containing fragments of manuscripts of various levels of accuracy and NOT 

“The Word of God”. 

I also learned that the Quran was more inspired than the Bible and that Islam was based on service to 

the Almighty, Allah being simply the Arabic word for “Elohim” in Hebrew, “Almighty” in English. 

This was all preparation for sending Satan to the Pit in May 2003. 
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Volume 10: 

Transcripts of a series of over 50 audio teachings on Marriage and the Anointed Life and the Almighty’s 

plan for Marriage and Life to be “Heaven on Earth” recorded in the second part of 2000.   

Also a series of prophetic messages that provide the lead-in to what is happening in the Spirit realm 

today. The teachings are also available as audio tracks on the USB Memory Card accompanying 

Volume 1 and are also available on the Website. 

These teachings, which run to over 1,100 pages have been recently transcribed but I do not have the 

time and resources to Proof Read them, accordingly they are presented in draft format.  Father has, 

nonetheless stressed to me that they are an extremely important collection of teachings when it 

comes to understanding the Anointed Life and Marriage. 

Volume 11: 

Strategic Analysis of Life and Marriage.  This was undertaken using a Spreadsheet based Strategic 

Analysis method given to me by Father for use in my business in the latter part of 2001.  This provides 

a highly structured analysis of life and marriage in a way that is directed at enabling us to formulate 

the best overall approach to a successful life on Earth of which marriage is one of the key components. 

I hope that you will find the material in these Volumes of value and that it will help you to grow in 

your relationship with Father.  You should find answers to many questions in these volumes and on 

the Website.  The full collection of books and individual books can be downloaded from  

https://www.eti-ministries.org/compilation-of-most-writings 
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Conclusion 

I hope that this collection of writings will help you to choose to draw much closer to the Almighty and 

will help you to chart your course. 

You are welcome to email me at James_Booklet@ETI-Ministries.org 

May Father bless you and keep you and make His face to shine upon you and grant you His peace and 

revelation. 

May Yah judge me severely and correct me harshly and show me the level of my present deception and 

how to correct it with regard to everything that I write and publish. 

Warm regards and blessings, 

 

Dr James Robertson 
Emissary and Spokesman of Yah 
12 May 2019 
 

mailto:James_Booklet@ETI-Ministries.org
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